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ABOUT REBAC
Founded in 1988, the Real Estate Buyer’s Agent Council (REBAC) is the world’s largest
association of real estate professionals who concentrate on buyer representation with
membership numbering well over 50,000. Members who meet all course and professional
requirements are awarded the ABR® (Accredited Buyer’s Representative) and /or ABRMSM
(Accredited Buyer’s Representative Manager) designation.
To learn more, call REBAC at: 800-648-6224, email REBAC at rebac@realtors.org
or visit our website at www.rebac.net.
REBAC Designations

Accredited Buyer’s Representative

Accredited Buyer’s Representative
Manager

The ABR® designation is geared towards
agents who want to enhance their buyer
representation skills, and provide proof to
prospective buyer-clients of their proficiency
at servicing the special needs of buyers.

The ABRMSM designation is for owners,
brokers, and managers who have or intend to
incorporate buyer representation into their
company’ service offerings. It is offered in
partnership with the Real Estate Managers
Council of the National Association of
REALTORS®.
Requirements:
Requirements:
Successful completion of the ABR®
Successful completion of the ABRMSM
Designation course, including an 80%
Designation course, including a passing
passing grade on the written exam.
grade on the exam.
Successful completion of one elective course, Successful completion of the ABR®
including a passing grade on the written
Designation course, including a passing
exam, when applicable.
grade on the exam OR a successful
Submitted documentation, verifying five
challenge of the exam.
®
completed transactions in which the ABR
Submitted documentation, verifying 25
completed transactions that involved a buyer
candidate acted as a buyer representative.
representative overseen by the ABRMSM
Any transactions closed prior to taking the
ABR® designation course or closed within
candidate (transactions personally completed
three years after completing the course are
by the candidate are not accepted for
eligible for credit toward the ABR® experiential qualification) OR two or more years
experience overseeing buyer
requirement.
representatives.
Membership in good standing with the
®
Membership in good standing with the
National Association of REALTORS .
National Association of REALTORS®.
Membership in good standing with REBAC.
Membership in good standing with REBAC.
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Administrative Accredited Buyer’s Representative
The ABR® designation can be awarded with administrative status for real estate
professionals who do not actively represent buyers, list, or sell. For those seeking the
Administrative ABR®, the transaction verification requirement is waived. However,
candidates must instead submit a letter from the managing broker, written on company
letterhead, attesting to the fact that the candidate does not actively represent buyers, list, or
sell. Should designees with Administrative ABR® status wish to change their status to a
standard ABR® designation, they will be required to submit transaction verification.

Elective courses for the ABR® designation
ABR® candidates must complete one elective course, including an 80% passing grade on
the written exam, within three years of completing the ABR® designation course.
Elective courses offered by REBAC
Successful Buyer Representation in New-Home Sales 
Successful Relocation Representation 
e-Buyer 
Innovative Marketing for Buyer’s Reps

 This course is
available online.
To find out more
about REBAC online
courses, visit
www.rebac.net and
click “education.”

Elective courses offered by NAR and Affiliates
Certified International Property Specialist I: Essentials of International Real Estate


e-PRO 
CRS 204: Creating Wealth through Residential Real Estate Investment (CRS)
Effective Negotiating for Real Estate Professionals (WCR)
Land 101: Fundamentals of Real Estate Brokerages (RLI)
Resort and Second Home Niche Market (A certification is also offered in this
specialty!)
For more information about these courses, go to the section titled “REBAC Designation
and Elective Courses,” or visit www.rebac.net or www.realtor.org. To find out more about
course dates and locations go to www.CourseCalendar.com
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
One of the reasons why licensees fail or only achieve modest success is their inability to
focus on the consumer’s needs and to market their services accordingly. In the past,
marketing courses have dealt with marketing the seller’s property as opposed to marketing
to the buyer.
Today, buyer representation is common in the real estate profession. This course
addresses marketing for the buyer rep with the buyer’s interest in mind. The course is
broken down into an introduction and five modules.
Introduction to Innovative Marketing
Objectives: The introduction will help you:


Identify mind orientation factors that influence innovative thinking



Distinguish between marketing and innovative marketing



Understand some basic psychological principles related to
marketing

Module One: Today’s Home Buyer
Objectives: Module One will help you:


Identify that the real estate industry and consumer needs have
changed and many of the old marketing methods will no longer
work



Capitalize on the profile of today’s buyer



Locate and identify your niche market(s)



Measure market dynamics qualitatively and quantitatively

Module Two: Determining Your Market Strategy – Methods, Media & Materials
Objectives: At the end of Module Two, you will be able to:
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Identify the difference between horizontal and vertical marketing



Create strategies for generating business utilizing the fundamentals
from horizontal and vertical marketing



Organize and develop systems (and/ or databases) to maintain and
increase business prospects



Follow all federal laws regarding the Do-Not-Call, Do-Not-Fax and
CAN-SPAM
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Module Three: Positioning Yourself
Objectives: At the end of Module Three, you will be able to:


Develop a marketing campaign to build your professional image



Construct concepts and ideas for branding yourself



Demonstrate, through marketing, how great value can be offered to
buyer clients



Differentiate yourself from your competition

Module Four: Building Your Plan for Success
Objectives: In Module Four you will be able to:


Construct an outline for a marketing plan to achieve balance in your
business



Identify resources to construct a comprehensive marketing plan
with time lines



Analyze the plan for success

Module Five: Marketing Opportunities in the Buyer Counseling Session
Objectives: In Module Five you will:
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Demonstrate the importance of a counseling session with all buyers



Overcome agent’s fears and buyer objections about buyer
representation agreements



Develop skills to evaluate and follow through with a buyer client
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ICON LIST
I-note: Briefly go
over icon list.

Below is a list of icons that are used throughout this manual.
Individual Activity
Individual activities will require you to examine your own marketing
techniques and practices. These introspective activities can help you to
determine where your marketing efforts can be enhanced.

Class Brainstorm
Class brainstorms are those opportunities where you are encouraged to share
your own thoughts and ideas on a given topic with the class.

Marketing Team Activity
Marketing team activities will require your marketing team to analyze various
situations, discuss innovative marketing solutions, and present your
solution(s) to the class.

Resource Reference
All references in the course material are marked by this book icon. This icon
is to let you know that the information source referenced in the book can be
found in Appendix of this manual.

Top Ideas
These are the ‘top’ marketing ideas that you feel will assist you in your
innovative marketing strategy.

Statistics
These important statistics illustrate concepts or provide ideas for building your
marketing plan.
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Introductory Instructor Notes:
The Innovative Marketing course is designed to encourage the participants to share ideas
and marketing concepts through Class Brainstorms and Marketing Team activities.
Throughout the program, students are encouraged to add to the ideas presented in the
material. Your job is to operate as an instructor and a facilitator.
All modules contain several activities. These activities have been developed to take
advantage of the innovative marketing ideas that result from small and large group
interaction. The activities are built around the concepts presented in the manual. For
Marketing Team activities, it is best to divide the class into groups of 3-5 people
(depending upon class size) and designate each group as a Marketing Team. Each of
these activities should follow with a short class discussion pertaining to each teams’
“innovative” marketing solutions. Encourage students to maintain a running “idea” sheet
for the duration of the class.
If you find yourself short on time, please feel free to change the Marketing Team activities
into Class Brainstorm activities. Some optional activities have been included in the
materials. Feel free to swap exercises around to meet class needs.
The course is outlined to be presented in six to eight hours (depending on your area’s
continuing education requirements). If you plan on six hours, please realize that there will
be little time for activities. Modules 4 and 5 are designated as “optional” for those who will
be presenting in less than 8 hours. As you familiarize yourself with the materials, you will
need to decide which module or parts of modules 4 and 5 you would prefer to include as
part of the presentation. The marketing worksheet and statistics sheet should be
distributed separately from the student manual for easy use and reference.
The worksheet should be completed by the student as you move through the course. The
worksheet will give the student direction for their personal marketing plan. If module 4 is
covered in whole or part, review the exercises in order to guide the students though them.
Do not spend too much time on the vision and mission statement sections of module 4 or
you will find yourself quickly out of time. The statistics sheet can be referenced as needed.
It follows the course materials. The final exam adds an additional 30 minutes to the
course; it must be added to the allocated presentation time. Plan accordingly.
It is at the instructor’s discretion to create a handout of innovative marketing ideas for the
students. All materials should be very familiar to the instructor before the presentation.
This will allow you to reference other materials, modules and appendix resources as you
go through the course with the class. The appendix is robust; it should be carefully
reviewed. Feel free to use either your own examples or pull images directly from the
PowerPoint slideshow. You are strongly encouraged to read real estate and general
marketing books listed in the appendix to supplement the course materials. Do not
promote products for sale.
Have fun and enjoy the course!
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INTRODUCTION TO INNOVATIVE MARKETING
What Is Marketing?
In order to understand innovative marketing, we must first define marketing. What is
marketing?
Class Brainstorm
Marketing is:

Exam question #2

Systematic planning

I-notes:
Brainstorm with the
class and ask them
what they think.
After a few
minutes, stop the
class and define
marketing.

Marketing activities
can be mailings,
phone calls,
relationship
development,
website, emails,
follow up, etc.

Exam question
#20, #29

Implementation of a mix of business activities
Attracting prospects for a mutual exchange

After defining marketing, ask the class how many people have a
marketing plan.
Marketing requires:
Patience
Flexibility
Commitment in writing
Planned
Measurability
The Marketing Action Plan
Strategy: Which marketing approach will you use in order to appeal to your selected
market(s)? Reflect on all your different marketing activities. Which activities are you going
to select? Make a list of the activities that you think will attract the most prospects.
Budget: How much money do you need to allocate for your marketing efforts? Budget
estimates range from 3% to 30% of your gross income.
Proposed marketing activities: Make a list of activities that you would like to try in your
marketing plan. Pick ones that you know you will stick to for at least one year.
Price plan for activities: Now it is time to begin to obtain pricing for your marketing
activities. List each activity and the cost. Be sure that you include how many times per
year you will engage in the activity.
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What Is Innovative Marketing?
What is innovative? Innovative is defined as:
Creating value out of ideas, products, services or different ways of doing things.

Exam question #3

If you are thinking that you are not very innovative (creative), don’t worry, you are not
alone. Many creative people do not think of themselves as innovative. In addition, you
are more creative than you think! Just remember, in order to be creative, you must have
an open mind. Do not discount any thoughts or ideas by anyone. You never know, it may
lead to the ultimate innovative marketing activity!

Exam question #4

Anyone Can Be Innovative!
In order to be creative, we must allow all thoughts and ideas to emerge. In order to
accomplish this goal, there must be some ground rules.
Pattern Thinking
Class Brainstorm
Fold your arms across your chest. Please note which arm is on the top.
Now, reverse them. How does it feel? Fold your hands together. Please note
which thumb is on top. Reverse the position. How does it feel?

Sometimes habits are hard to break. We have certain ways of thinking and behaving that
can impede our ability to be creative. Don’t allow yourself to step into those same old
ways of thinking and judging. Be uncomfortable today; switch seats after lunch; say
something positive when you would normally be a skeptic.
I-notes:
The unknown
generates fear for
most people. Be
deliberate, do
something or say
something
differently. Practice
changing.

What Happens When You’re In A Rut


Remember, everyone is subject to habit thinking and behaviors



Doing things differently is scary. Why?
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The Rules
Generating Ideas without Passing Judgment:
The more ideas that are listed, the more likely you are to find one that will work for you. It
is imperative that everyone participate in enforcing this rule throughout the day.
Change Perceptions to See Things Differently:
I-notes:
Ask the class, what
do they see, the old
woman or the
young woman?

We See What We Think
Fact: In 1930, Edwin Boring, a psychologist, was shown
this picture. It was created by W.E. Hill, a cartoonist. It
was originally published in The Puck on November 6,
1915.
As soon as we see something, we make assumptions
and pass judgment. In order to be creative, we must try
to see different configurations of an idea or thought that
is generated. Perception is reality unless we decide to
see it differently!
Ask Questions and Test Assumptions:
Asking questions to begin generating ideas is common. Do not confuse generating ideas
with testing assumptions. Idea generation must be separate from evaluation. However,
there is a point when testing the assumption or idea becomes necessary. Whenever we
want to solve a problem or reach a goal (increase income by 10% next year), we need to
ask many questions in order to test the assumption we have made that we think will solve
the problem.
Tap Into Other’s for Ideas

Two Heads Are Better Than One
Could you live without Post It® notes in your office or home?
Art Fry and Spencer Silver worked for 3M. Art needed a way to mark his place in a
hymnbook. Art used a piece of scrap paper that he continually lost. Spencer
recommended that Art try a “failed” glue on the paper to hold his scrap paper in place in
the book. Two heads were better than one. Each one contributed to a product that many
of us use everyday. The respective ideas were not new, but combining the ideas turned
into a great product.

14
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Eliminate Negative Thinking and Self Sabotage
Minimize negative thinking. It creates the wrong atmosphere to be creative. Don’t believe
that everything you are thinking or doing is going to fail. Try to see the possibilities. Think
positively. Often, it is easier to come up with reasons why something will not work instead
of why it will. Be positive.
Take (Calculated) Risk
If you remain comfortable, you are not stretching yourself to reach your potential. Take
risks and try something different or new. Say something positive, do something differently,
try a new approach and see if it will work. Take a risk in class today. Even if you think an
idea is bad, say it anyway. The idea may be better than you think or lead to an idea that
accomplishes your goals. Remember, the class must not pass judgment.
Try this (or some other activity that you thought of) when you leave class: Call five
past clients every weekday. Design a new direct response marketing activity and track it.
Send out five summary CMAs to your sphere of influence every week. Change something
on your home page to give it a fresh look. Try a mass emailing to draw people to your
website. Start a blog.
Individual Activity
Can you name some other things you could do?

When you are following the rules listed and working with other people, you will become
more creative. One idea leads to the next. Combining ideas may also lead to other great
ideas. Don’t give up; keep trying.
Try free association sometime with a family member, friend or associate. Say a word and
have the next person say the next thing that comes to mind. It is amazing where you end
up!
Brain borrow for the day (sharing with others and recording ideas that you like to take back
to the office). If you or someone else in the class comes up with a bright idea, be sure to
list it on your bright idea sheet.
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Measure Your Success

You will never
know if you
were a
success
unless you
measure your
outcomes!

Before you leave class today, commit to a marketing plan, write it down, and be sure it is
realistic and measurable. Every 90 days evaluate your progress with your activities list.
Make sure that you give your plan a fair chance of success: 1 Year. After one year, did
you accomplish your goals? If yes, keep the activities that worked and try some new ones.
If not, ask why, and redesign it?

The Big Picture
What are you trying to achieve? It is important to keep in mind “the big picture.” Each
person will have goals that are different, but it is important to step back and remember
what you are ultimately trying to accomplish. Is it working? Are you successful? Do you
need to reevaluate your priorities and goals? What do you want to ‘walk away with’ from
this course to help you achieve your ultimate goals?

16
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MODULE ONE: TODAY’S HOME BUYER
Rather than just running out and trying all sorts of marketing ideas that take time and cost
money, wouldn’t it be a good idea to think about the people you want to attract? There are
so many different types of buyers with different needs and motivations. Trying to serve
everyone would be impossible. Let’s take some time to find out who today’s buyers are
and what they think is important. Let’s also develop an understanding of some basic
marketing fundamentals along with the realization that our business has changed – what
worked for us ten years ago may not work today.
Brainstorm Activity
What’s different about today’s home buyer vs. 10 years ago?

Slide 1-1: Module
title slide

I-notes:
If this question is
not practical for
your class, ask
them to list what
has changed in the
last 3 – 7 years in
business.

Just as today’s home buyer is different from the buyer of 10 years ago, the market and
trends are also different. These differences call for a new approach in the attempt to
procure buyer clients throughout the marketing and sales process. Marketing is the
foundation of sales and without effective marketing, a salesperson will never reach his full
potential. Ideally, an effective marketing approach should parallel the approach to sales.

Out With The Old, In With The New
The old sales model was predicated on hard-selling tactics and manipulation of clients.
The new approach is a simple process and easy to master. When the new sales model
practices are combined with services, solutions, and systems of a value-based approach,
you will find increased loyalty, success and profitability. You need to understand how to
sell the way people want to buy!
Note: The information below was inspired by Brian Tracey at www.beststeps.com
http://www.beststeps.com/Beststep.cfm?bs=123 (The Old Sales Model)
http://www.beststeps.com/Beststep.cfm?bs=122 (The New Sales Model)
The Old Sales Model
Time in the old model of selling was spent in four different areas: approach, qualification,
presentation and closing.
The first part, the “Approach,” represented approximately 10% of the total transaction time
and consisted of various tips, tricks, gadgets or techniques to “get the attention” of the
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consumer. During the Approach phase, it was important to get right into the sales
information as soon as possible. In application, this might mean asking a shallow
question, such as one about the weather and then launching right into the purpose of the
meeting with an attention-grabbing lead-in designed to focus the consumer on the sale.
The second part, the “Qualification,” represented approximately 20% of the total
transaction time and used various techniques to determine whether a person was worthy
of our time and efforts. Do they have the money to purchase? Are they pre-qualified?
Are they motivated to purchase immediately?
The third part, the “Presentation,” represented approximately 30% of the total transaction
time. The object of the Presentation was to sell the consumer on a specific salesperson or
product. The old model encouraged the use of manipulative scripts and techniques
designed to weaken a consumer’s defense. It taught specific body language designed to
elicit specific responses as well as planned questions that would force certain specific
answers.

Exam question #14

As a result of
building a
foundation of
trust and a
successful
consultation,
the buyer is
more likely to
sign a buyerrepresentation
agreement.
These steps are
critical to laying
a foundation of
your services as
a buyer
representative.
I-notes: More
information on
signing a buyer-rep
agreement can be
found in Mod 5.

The fourth part, the “Closing,” represented approximately 40% of the total transaction time.
This phase involved various scripts, tips, techniques and tricks to get the commitment from
the consumer. There are hundreds of books, articles, seminars and training sessions
promising success while using these techniques.
The New Sales Model
The new model of selling is exciting. It is a new approach that, when mastered, leads to
incredible, lasting success. In the new model, there are again four parts in the selling
process: trust, consultation, presentation and commitment.
The first step of the new sales model, “Trust,” represents 40% of the total process.
Building rapport and trust in the beginning is the key to a successful sales process. In
today’s environment, consumers must sort through “information overload” regarding the
salespersons’ competitive promises and conflicting information. A foundation of trust must
be established in order to successfully move through and complete the selling process.
The second step, “Consultation,” represents 30% of the total selling process and works
hand in hand with the first step of establishing trust. This step involves an in-depth
consultation to identify the true needs, concerns, problems, goals and objectives of the
client. It requires communication skills, such as listening, reading body language and
giving adequate feedback that demonstrates to the client that you were listening. You
need to identify your client’s needs and have the expertise and knowledge to find
appropriate solutions.
The third step, the “Presentation,” represents 20% of the total process. This step is simply
and comfortably accomplished if the first two steps have been adequately completed.
During the Presentation, you will offer appropriate solutions, plans and services that
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address the needs, problems and objectives of the client. This demonstrates your value to
the client and increases the level of trust.
The fourth and final step, the “Commitment,” represents only 10% of the total selling
process. In this phase, you are concerned with making certain that what you are
proposing is what the client wants. Ask questions such as, “Is this what you have in
mind?” or “Is this where you want to be?” to verify your conclusions. By asking these
questions, you will be checking and double-checking your conclusions, providing valuebased services, continuing to build trust while gaining confirmation and commitment from
the client.
Now that you understand the new selling model, how do you attract potential buyer
clients?


Who are they?



Where are they?



How do you make contact?



What do they want?

Who Is Today’s Home Buyer?
Home Buyers Are Seeking Buyer’s Representatives
Buyer’s Representatives are in demand. Many buyers who have used the services of a
real estate professional authorized their real estate agent to represent them through a
buyer’s representative agreement.

See Stat sheet



The majority were repeat buyers who used an agent in a prior transaction.



Buyers who signed an agency agreement had a high rate of satisfaction because
the agent’s performance matched their expectations.
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Home Searching Facts
The following is a snapshot of the typical home buyer who used a buyer representative.
Buyer facts:
General Buyer Information
See Stat sheet

Exam question #30

I-note: Can you
think of other
sources?



The buyer’s major expectation of the agent is to find them a home.



The buyer first learned about their home from their agent.



Many buyers surf the Web for homes before contacting an agent.



Buyers want an Internet-savvy agent.



Buyers expect to use the Internet in future home searches.



Many buyers said they planned to use real estate agents as an information
source in future transactions.

Buyers’ Information Source Used in the Home Search
Information sources included:

Is your marketing
taking these issues
into consideration?

Exam question #26



Real estate agent



Internet



Yard sign



Newspaper



Home book/magazine



Open house



Builders



TV



Relocation company

Buyers’ Purchase Factors (reasons for buying)
Reasons for making a purchasing decision:
I-note: How have
you focused your
efforts?



Neighborhood



Price



Work Accessibility



Schools

Buyers’ Primary Motivating Factors
Reasons for making a housing change:
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Job relocation



Want to own



More space



Investment/Tax deduction



Schools
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Market Related Factors Influencing the Home Purchase (CAR)


Interest rates (high or low)



Anticipation of future benefits



Economic improvement



Repeat buyers want to use equity gains to trade up

Reference
listed in Appendix:
California
Association of
Realtors® buyer
research

Individual Activity
Quick survey. Write down what you perceive as the one, most important service
you perform for buyers.

I-note: Ask the
class if there is
anything additional
they would like to
add to this list?

Individual Activity
From the information provided above, buyers indicated that they learn about the
house from their agent or from another source. What other sources are buyers
using to get information? Who is providing it? How can you fill this need?

What Today’s Home Buyers Want
Today’s home buyers with buyer representatives want help with:


Finding the right house



Negotiations



Paperwork



Comparables



Affordability decisions



Financing

See Stat sheet

Exam question #1

Exam question #5

Often we do not communicate enough or make our services tangible. Reduce your
service to writing, e.g. written lists of services, weekly reports, email, follow up letters, text
messages and other forms of written communication. This will give the buyer something
they can see or touch. Let the client know what you are doing for them throughout the
home buying process. Communicate often and convey value!
The value in marketing is assisting the consumer to find the right home. Offer them the
services they need and want that will benefit them most.
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Understanding Today’s Home Buyer
I-note:
Do we adequately
relate to our
buyers?

Buyer’s representatives must understand the problems and stresses their customers face
in order to offer the right solutions.
Problems
Live in a fast-paced world

>

Solutions
Build relationships.
Recognize consumers as human beings first.

Are under high stress in their
jobs and personal lives

>

Reduce consumer stress.
Seek out ways in which you can take the stress out of
the real estate buying process.
Send regular updates, give checklists of completed
items, have transactions information easily accessible,
etc.

Have time pressures and
constraints

>

Save the consumer time.
Demonstrate how working with one buyer
representative exclusively can maximize the time in
searching for and buying a home.

Have low service
expectations

>

Overwhelm buyers with service.
By greatly exceeding the buyer’s expectations, you will
create a home buying experience that the buyer will
never forget and no other competitor can match.

>

Proactively communicate.
Always take the initiative and be in constant
communication with your buyers.
The small things count.

Where Are The Buyers?
What are the sources of buyer prospects?

I-notes:
The general public
does not see a
difference between
agents.

How Are Buyers Finding Their Buyer Representatives?


Most home buyers with buyer representatives hired the first agent they met.



Most home buyers with buyer representative agreements stayed with one licensee
throughout the home purchase transaction.

The above information indicates that the general public does not see a difference between
real estate professionals if the buyer usually stays with the first agent they meet. It is up to
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you. Use your innovative marketing techniques to become “top of mind” and be the first
person they think of, meet and call.
Referral and repeat business is at the core of the real estate business. The two most
popular reasons for choosing a real estate professional:
1.
2.

Referral from friend, family member or neighbor
Knowledge of the agent from a prior transaction

Most home buyers with buyer representatives were satisfied with their real estate
professional.

See Stat sheet



Most home buyers who signed a buyer representative agreement were satisfied
with the services.



Most buyers said that they would or might use the same real estate professional
again. Only a small percentage did!

Class Brainstorm
Think about it. What is wrong with this picture? Most buyers said they would or
might use the same real estate professional again, but only a small fraction
actually did. WHY?

I-note: Have a few
people share.
Individual Activity
What is your current buyer market base? Do they come from a specific
profession, geographic area or do they have another common factor? If so, list it
below.
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Identifying Your Market: Niche Marketing
I-note: Have each
person select two
areas to focus their
attention or conduct
the exercise in
either a town-hall
setting or break-out
groups. This
exercise may be
used as a basis for
exercises in later
modules.
Consider having
the class begin
filling out the
marketing
worksheet as a
follow-up from the
above selection.

Who / What Is (Are) Your Market(s)?
Check off those on the list below whom you consider a part of your niche (target) market.
First Time Buyers
Remember
Luxury Home Buyers
If you don’t find your market,
Vacation Home Buyers
it will find you.
Retirees
Condo Buyers
Investors
Relo Buyers
Golfers, Boaters, Equestrians
Other: In Chicago, an agent specializes in Condo sales for pet lovers by
gathering information about restrictions and eliminates the “ no pet”
condos. What other groups may have specific needs?
Other: Encourage the class to really begin thinking out of the box!
Where Is Your Market?

It is not
who you
know, it’s
who knows
you.
I-note:
Ask: “Are your
marketing efforts
properly focused
and do you have a
presence in the
right locations?”
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What magazines, newspapers and web sites do they read?



Where do they live, work and play?



How can you reach them?



On whom do they rely? With whom do they conduct business?



Do you understand your target market and the characteristics?



Why have you chosen these markets? Have you determined there is a need?
Have you analyzed the market?



What are your market’s trends?
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Why Have You Chosen These Markets?
Real estate practitioners should be familiar with the markets they choose.


Is the market over-saturated?



Is there a market gap or hole that needs filling?

yes

no
yes

no

If yes, specify:

Give an example to the class or ask for an example.


Is there sufficient profit potential?

yes

no

If yes, specify:

Give examples of how to determine profitability.

In order to determine if your niche or target markets are right for you, it is time to start
gathering information for analysis. What information do you need?
Offer suggestions to the class in order to compile a list of information sources and types of
information to collect and analyze for the Marketing Action Plan in Module Four.

Reference
listed in Appendix:
Helpful Websites –
Data collection

Individual Activity
You need to understand your target market. As a buyer’s representative, you
should be aware of your market’s characteristics. List ideas that best describe
the following:


Needs and
desires of buyers
in your market



Culture and
lifestyle of buyers
in your market



Demographics of
buyers in your
market
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I-note: There is a
difference between
local and inbound
purchasers. You
have to understand
where your buyers
are coming from to
market
appropriately.

I-note: Develop
some conversation
on trends with
class.

Remember, buyers come from everywhere. They may not be local. Your marketing
efforts should be appropriately focused to your inbound buyers. What is their point of
origin? Are you marketing to those buyers in that market? Develop your marketing efforts
to position yourself in your market.
Class Brainstorm
What are your market’s trends? It is important to select markets that are growing
or have growth potential.

Is your market renewable and expandable?
yes
no
If you rely on a single source such as referrals from one corporation, it could spell disaster
if the company folds or changes its affiliation.

I-note: Probe class
for ideas.

Exam question #18

Are you measuring your marketing results?
It is critical to constantly measure what’s working and what’s not.

Reminder: It is unlawful, under the Fair Housing Laws, to target market based on race,
color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin. Advertising should be
inclusive and not exclude or target specific groups. For more information visit
http://www.hud.gov or http://www.realtor.org.
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MODULE TWO: DETERMINING YOUR MARKET
STRATEGY: METHODS, MEDIA AND MATERIALS
Visualize where you want your practice to be in two, three, four years and beyond from
today. From where will your business come – referrals, cold prospects, horizontal or
vertical marketing efforts, repeat customers? Identify your strengths and attributes and
market accordingly. Lawfully target your audience and your marketing approach.
Remember, they can’t and/or won’t use you if they don’t know you exist. Become “top-ofmind.” “Own” your client’s memory banks. When they hear the words “real estate,” your
picture instantly appears in their thoughts.

Reference
listed in Appendix:
Book Summaries

Exam question #6

In the following section, we will explore Horizontal Marketing (marketing for new
prospective buyers) and Vertical Marketing (marketing to people with whom you already
have a relationship). Both types of marketing are critical to becoming a success.

Horizontal Marketing
Horizontal marketing is defined as any marketing efforts made by the individual licensee
designed to attract new / un-referred prospects. Horizontal marketing is directly reaching
out to the consumer market. Although this strategy is heavily used by new licensees, it is
equally important to experienced licensees because database and demographic aging
demand customer replacement.
The purpose of Horizontal Marketing is to:

Examples:



Make the phone ring today



Develop leads



Initiate
relationships

You

4

Consumer
Exam question #8,
#9

Some examples of Horizontal Marketing techniques are:


Newspaper ads



Direct response ads



Home magazines



Cold calls (from licensee or assistant)



Open houses



Geographic farming



Floor time



For Sale signs



REBAC’s Home
Buyer Seminar kit

Keep AIDA in mind to attract prospects:
A
I
D
A

Attention
Interest
Desire
Action
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Exam question #27

Grab the prospect’s attention.
Gain the prospect’s interest.
Pique the prospect’s desire.
Lead the prospects to take action … contacting you!
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I-note:
Check your
competitors’
websites and see
what they are
doing.

The Top Media Sources
Some of the top media sources reported by NAR for initial contact with buyers included
(not listed in any specific order): personal contact by the salesperson, open house,
newspaper/ home magazine ads, for-sale signs and brochure boxes and the Internet.
See Stat sheet
Yard Signs
Look at some of the activities that could be used to attract new buyer clients. In most
situations, the listing company appears to have “sold” the house. Often, however, a
cooperating brokerage has represented the buyer.
Idea: After closing, with the buyer’s permission, place your sign on the property. The sign
could say:
Verify with your
local ordinance-as
most will only allow
for one “for sale”
sign.

Acquired
through
---------

Purchased with
the assistance of
-----------

The Buyer was
represented by
-----------

ABC Realty
Represented the
Buyer of this Home.
Let us represent
you, too.

Direct Response Marketing

Exam question
#12, 23

Direct Response Marketing is designed to get a direct response from a target or niche
market. It is action-oriented; it has a call to action included in the message. It is tangible
and measurable (easy to track). For direct response marketing to be effective, you need
an organized activity plan.
Choose your target market and your message: You have to decide whom you are
targeting. Your message must reflect the interests of the target group. Your marketing
piece must include information that gives some benefit or solution with a call to action
within a specified timeframe or with a limited supply. Example: to receive this absolutely
free report, call 555-555-5555 ext 15 in the next 24 hours.
If mailing, have a good quality mailing list: Whether you are using a list that you have
put together in a database or purchased from another source, it is imperative to make
certain that the information is accurate and updated. Some companies that sell lists will
allow you a specified time (30, 60 or 90 days) to check the accuracy of the information
before committing to a one-year contract. It is very important that you make certain
you have quality information.
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Consistent and Persistent: Many licensees send out a postcard here and there and do
not understand why they do not get a response. To have a productive direct mail
campaign, you must send or offer quality information on a consistent and persistent basis.
Many agents set up their software systems to define their target markets and automate the
direct response mailings. Often the messages will build on each other or offer important
information designed to prompt a response. It takes more than one mailing or offer to get
a response.
The great thing about direct response mail is that it screens and brings the prospect to
you. Those who respond from your marketing are within your target group and are
interested in your information.

Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, design a direct response marketing piece targeting
a specific group. Present your piece to the class.
i-note examples:
5 reasons you need buyer representation
Buyers: 5 Reasons You Need Representation
Things You Need To Know Before Purchasing Rural Property
6 Things You Need To Know Before Choosing a Real Estate Agent
7 Tips For The Beginning Investor
Benefits of Working With A Senior Home Specialist
10 Things You Need To Know Before Building A New Home
Open Houses
Open houses are designed to do different things for different people.
The Open House can be one of the buyer agent’s marketing tools when appropriate
practices and procedures are put into place. It is an opportunity for the licensee to feature
services provided and to demonstrate the advantages of representation.

Reference
listed in Appendix:
Open House
Strategies

Goals:


The seller’s goal is to increase traffic flow and hopefully to sell the property.



The listing agent’s goal is to service the listing: generate traffic and improve the
likelihood of selling.



The goal of the licensee holding the open house is to make initial contact with
buyers interested in the neighborhood and to establish a relationship.

Exam Question #25

Remember: A successful open house will result in a sale to one prospect. All other
visitors are potential buyer-clients looking for properties.
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Open House Property Selection


Select best suited properties. Select properties best suited to your lawfully
targeted audience or niche market(s).



Whose listing is it? If you don’t have any listings or any that appeal to your
lawfully targeted audience, select a property with the most appeal. Be sure to
develop relationships in your office to facilitate holding open houses for other
associates within the company.



Access & visibility. Make sure that prospective buyers can get to it and find it
easily. Place open house signs intelligently and strategically. Put directions in
ads and drive routes.



Select properties with curb appeal. Make sure the exterior and interior are
attractive.



What’s the best day? The religious make-up of your community, along with
sporting and community events, can effect date/time selection. What may work
for your lawfully targeted audience may not work across town. Track your efforts.



Total compliance with local sign ordinances is necessary.
Brainstorm Activity
Get creative and innovative in making a list of things an agent can do at an
Open House to market and differentiate themselves, hopefully gaining buyer
clients%
PowerPoint presentation that markets the agent, services provided, etc.
CD business card
Freebies such as pads, magnets
Water bottles with agent’s personal label during hot months
Information Center: would include reports, articles, etc.
Have a lender present to answer buyer’s questions regarding financing

Caution: Be certain to know and follow your state laws regarding agency and disclosure
issues when establishing and following through with Open House procedures and
practices.
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Advertising Media
Announcements, MLS Remarks, Home Magazines, Newspapers
Large corporations hire experts to do their marketing. You can get fabulous, fresh ideas
by looking at advertising done by businesses in other industries.

I-note: AIDA is
discussed at the
beginning of the
module.

Use AIDA whenever writing an ad. Keep in mind that all people are different and perceive
ads differently. Your ads should be targeted to various types of people and rotated
regularly to reach a wide audience.

Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, analyze the way the majority of licensees advertise
in home magazines and in newspapers. Does the advertising look mostly the
same? Discuss innovative marketing solutions and present your solutions to
the class.

Marketing Team Activity (optional)
In your marketing groups, review ads from a magazine or newspaper, etc.
Share the key points of the ads with the class.

Pre-Sell Yourself
An overlooked marketing opportunity is to pre-sell yourself. Consider brief discussions (or
mini-interviews) with potential buyer clients to determine their needs and motivations.
Consider creating a buyer marketing package. (The Home Buyer Kit at REBAC.net is an
excellent information source.) Place your business card and a short presentation on a CDROM. Create a presentation that can be emailed to potential buyer clients with your
contact information.
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I-note: Bring
examples to class.

Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team members, discuss the following scenario and be
prepared to share your team’s ideas with the class.
How can you differentiate yourself to a potential buyer client in a brief
conversation? What would you discuss; what questions would you ask? What
approach would you use?
What items would you place in a buyer marketing packet? When, where, and
how could you use it?
Consider the agent is at the Post Office and begins speaking with someone
while in line.
How can the agent innovatively evaluate and market to the potential buyer
client?

Marketing Tips And Ideas
Class Brainstorm Activity
What are some other examples of horizontal marketing methods besides the
ones listed below?

I-note:
These are only
examples.
Encourage
imagination!



newspaper ads



direct response ads



home magazines



cold calls (from licensee or assistant)



open houses



geographic farming



floor time



for sale signs



snail mail



email



loaner videotapes



tourist publications



TV



radio



billboards



postcards



seminars



internet advertising



flyers



reports

Niche Group Suggestions: newlyweds, new construction home buyers, FSBOs,
expireds, investors, first time home buyers, senior buyers, luxury home buyers, renters,
etc.
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Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, take a typical horizontal advertising piece (as
assigned from one of the methods above) target a specific niche group (as
assigned) and discuss ways of making it innovative. Choose your favorite
idea and design an innovative marketing piece to share with the class.
Use methods from the class brainstorm activity. Assign groups a method
and a niche. You may want to bring some magazines, paper, tape, glue, color
pencils and markers for the activity.

Horizontal marketing is successful when new, unknown prospects are attracted and initial
contact is made. After making initial contact with a purchaser, the goal of the buyer’s rep
should be to set an appointment for a counseling session at the buyer rep’s office. The
counseling session is a wonderful opportunity to market and differentiate self from the
competition. The counseling session is examined in greater detail in the optional Module
5.
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Exam question #11

Vertical Marketing

Exam question #7

Vertical Marketing is defined as marketing to build on relationships that already exist.
Vertical marketing is working up and down your Sphere of Influence. Through vertical
marketing, we build upon the base of relationship, generating and increasing referral
business. This is the essence of the top producing agent’s business.
Most top real estate agents derive a large percentage of their business from referrals and
repeat business. It is critical to identify potential sources of referrals and to develop sound
marketing plans to contact them, ask for business and keep you “top of mind.” It is crucial
to remain their #1 real estate source. A solid foundation built on relationships is a must,
as it develops a REALTOR®-for-life philosophy.
The purpose of Vertical Marketing is to:


Generate repeat business,

You



Generate referrals,

6



Keep you “top of mind,”

Your past client



Keep clients raving about you,

6



Nurture relationships for life and
beyond.

Your past client’s
neighbor looking to buy

5

Examples of Vertical Marketing targets are:


Sphere of Influence (SOI),



past clients,



agent to agent referrals,



professional referrals,



company orphans.

Spheres of Influence (SOI)
Who’s in your spheres?
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Former clients



Friends



Family



Business and social relationships
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Individual Activity
What is your current buyer market base? Did they come from a specific
profession or geographic area, or do they have another common factor? If so, list
it below.

Class Brainstorm
List some ways you can contact your SOI.

Face-to-face, Email, Telephone, Snail Mail

You should contact your SOI by phone or in-person at least once every three months.
The in-person visit doesn’t have to be long. It can be a quick “drop-by” visit to the front
door (leave the car running and the car door open) to deliver a little “something of
interest”.
Vertical Marketing Tips And Ideas
1.

Long range postcard campaigns

2.

Copies of closing statements after Jan 1st. for tax purposes

3.

Neighborhood market information

4.

Financial planning and showing how equity can be used to build wealth

5.

Newsletters (snail mail & email)

6.

Promotional items: magnets, calendars, etc.

7.

Client appreciation parties

8.

Personalized magazine subscriptions

9.

Take advantage of change and notify your database of news regarding:
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postage increases



new laws



area code changes



local issues
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Class Brainstorm
What are some other examples of Vertical Marketing techniques that you or
others have used?

Agent To Agent Referrals
Exam question #13

Who?

There are many buyers you might want to refer to another real estate agent.
These could be:


Buyers who want to buy outside your geographic market



Buyers who want to buy in an area outside your area of expertise.
For example: a commercial building when you are a residential
salesperson.



Buyers whose representation poses a conflict of interest



Buyers you can’t or choose not to serve



Former buyers who now want to list (for exclusive buyer reps)



Colleagues around your state



Out of state colleagues



Out of country colleagues

Class Brainstorm (Optional)
What are some ways in which you can contact and develop a relationship with
your colleagues?
Personal contact, Ads, Networking, Teaching basic real estate & continuing education
Attending professional designation classes (outside of your marketing area)
Conventions, Hosting convention booths, Involvement in REALTOR® Association
Activities
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Business To Business Referral Sources
Class Brainstorm
Take advantage of and build relationships with other professional service
providers in your community.
Who?

How?

Attorneys

Bankers

Accountants

Lenders

Insurance agents

Builders

Clubs

Letters of Introduction

Face to Face

Speaking at events

Class Brainstorm (Optional)
How can you develop business to business relationships?

Class Brainstorm (Optional)
Where are you and your classmates getting leads? Are there any additional
sources that work for you?
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Company Orphans
Exam question #10

Every real estate company has extensive transaction files that contain the names of
former clients. These files can be a great source of business.
Who?



Former brokerage company clients who were represented by
licensees who left the company – moved, retired or changed
brokers.

How?



Access company files (with permission).



Contact the former salesperson. If the former salesperson retired
or moved out of town, they can often give you additional
information that can assist you.



Pay a referral fee to the former salesperson if he/she is still
licensed. This can be an additional source of future agent-toagent referrals. (Talk to your Broker first!)

Transaction Phase Marketing

Exam question #22

Transaction Phase Marketing is defined as marketing which is designed to generate leads
from the licensee’s current client(s). The marketing efforts are directed towards the
licensee’s present clients who are involved in the transaction process.
While you are in a transaction, working with a buyer shopping for a home, the buyer is
more cognizant of other business associates and friends thinking about purchasing a
home.

I-note: Psychology
of Marketing – See
Appendix for
website references
– “reticular
activator”

If you are shopping for a Volvo, you will notice all the Volvos on the road. It is the same
principle regarding shopping for a home. The buyer will have the home buying process on
their minds and in their conversations
During the days, weeks, or months in which you are actively representing clients, it is very
important to consistently ask for referrals. This is the time that your clients are relying on
you the most. You must always be “top of mind.”
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Immediate Post-Transaction Marketing Tips
Below are some tips for consideration on Immediate Post-Transaction Marketing.
1.

Provide the buyer with free services for changing locks, minor repairs, etc.

2.

Professional consultation services

3.

Change of address materials:


Postcards (with photo of new home)



Return address labels

4.

“Acquired Through” yard signs

5.

Lunch or dinner on moving day

6.

Gift certificates:


Meals



Hardware stores



Nurseries, etc.

7.

Closing/Housewarming gifts

8.

Moving truck (loaner or rental)
Class Brainstorm
What are some other creative ideas for marketing immediately after closing?

Exam question #21

Staying In Touch
Regardless of your marketing strategy, vertical, horizontal or transaction, it is important to
stay in touch with your clients. Your goal is to make the phone ring today, next week, next
month and next year. This result requires consistency and frequency. It is very important
for the licensee to set up a database or other system to properly market and track all
efforts. The database or system used should be updated regularly.
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Develop An Award-Winning Database Or System
Reference
listed in Appendix

Below are some tips in maintaining your information:

I-note: You can
mention the latest
products used or
ask the class to
volunteer. Outlook,
Excel, Access, Top
Producer, etc.

I-note: An agent
should be aware of
any limitations
established by law
or current broker
contract before
selling a database.



A robust database is an absolute MUST.



Use a good contact management software product or system. There are several
on the market. Speak to other agents who have a system. Ask what they like or
don’t like about it. Once you have identified a product, ask for a free trial period to
test it. Be sure you can use it before you buy it.



The system should be in a permanent format that is backed up frequently.
Whether it is a software program, or index cards in an organized box, it is
imperative to have a system that works for you.



Build it and update it on a regular basis.



Records should be divided into various groups and niches. For example, each
past client’s record should contain personal information you want to remember in
the future, when you contact. Use this information to stay in touch.



Set up a “Referral Tree”. This will enable you to determine the value of certain
individual referral sources.



Your database is your LIFELINE. When you leave the real estate profession or
move to another town, you may be able to sell it to another agent or company.

In order to stay in touch with prospects, clients and referral sources, you must develop
and/or utilize


Specific databases



Web sites



Email marketing (always opt in, never spam)



Toll-free phone number(s)

You need to stay “top of mind” so when they are considering purchasing another home,
you are the one buyers call.
Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, map out a marketing strategy for a particular
niche group (assigned to your team). Identify methods, media and materials
for your group that you will touch once a month. Present your strategy to the
class.
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Do-Not-Call, CAN-SPAM And Do-Not-Fax Laws
Do-Not-Call
Real estate professionals who engage in cold calling activities are required to comply
with federal Do-Not-Call rules as established by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). The federal rule, which applies to both interstate and intrastate calls,
preempts any state laws that are less restrictive. Simply stated, it is unlawful to call any
residential telephone number on the national list with a “telephone solicitation. Some
states continue to maintain their own lists, which are not integrated into the federal list. In
those states, real estate professionals must consult both the state and federal list. As of
January 1, 2005, businesses must purge (“scrub”) numbers on the Registry from their call
lists every 31 days. There are two exceptions to the federal Do-Not-Call rules that apply
to a real estate professional’s activities: first, it is okay to call if the caller has received the
express written permission of the consumer, and second, if an “established business
relationships” (EBR) exists between the parties. There is also a safe harbor provision for
a business who inadvertently calls a consumer who is registered on the list, but there are
requirements that must be met to qualify for the safe harbor. Is it okay to contact a FSBO
if your buyer-client is interested in their property? NAR’s position is that contacting a
FSBO owner whose number is listed on the Do-Not-Call Registry about a client’s interest
in their property is not a telephone solicitation and therefore complies with the law.
However, the buyer’s representative can only discuss the client’s interest in the property
and not use the purported client’s interest as a way to discuss the possibility of the FSBO
owner listing their property with the buyer’s representative.
The established business relationship exception permits the listing agent, as well as other
agents from the same company, to contact the seller for up to 18 months after the
expiration date. The Registry can be accessed, on a subscription basis, by registering at
https://telemarketing.donotcall.gov. For more information about the Federal Do-Not-Call
Registry, go to www.realtor.org and type “do not call” in the search bar.


Unlawful to call any residential telephone number on the national list with a
telephone solicitation



$11,000 possible fine per unlawful call



Managed at Broker level, not at salesperson level



Okay to call with an EBR for 18 months. Okay to call a prospect for 90 days after
an inquiry. A request made (to any person in your brokerage firm) by a past
client, prospect, or any consumer to remove them from the list, kills your EBR.



Exception: Okay to call with express, written permission.



In addition, the rules do not apply to the following entities:
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o

Charities and tax -exempt nonprofit organizations

o

Political campaigns

o

Callers taking surveys or polls.

I-note: Summarize
this information. It
is also covered in
the ABR
designation class.
Emphasize the
most important
aspects.
Exam Question #16

Exam Question #24

Reference
listed in Appendix:
Additional Do-NotCall Information
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Do-Not-Fax
(from http://www.realtor.org/letterlw.nsf/pages/0705faxlaw?OpenDocument&Login)

I-note: Summarize
important aspects.
It is also covered in
the ABR
designation class.

The "Junk Fax Prevention Act of 2005" ("Act") has permanently inserted the "established
business relationship" ("EBR") exception into the federal laws governing facsimile
communications. The law became effective July 9, 2005, when President Bush signed the
bill. Under the new law, a fax can be sent to anyone with whom the sender has an EBR,
so long as the sender received the fax number voluntarily or had received the fax number
prior to the enactment of the Act.
The penalties for violating the law are $500/fax, with treble damages for willful violations.
Consumers have a private right of action under the law, so the law can be enforced by
consumers, state attorneys general, or the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

Reference
listed in Appendix:
Additional Do-NotFax Information

All messages sent via facsimile machines must clearly state the date and time that the
message is sent as well as the identification of the business entity or individual sending
the message and the telephone number of the machine sending the message or of the
business entity or individual sending the message. This information must be contained in
a margin either at the top or the bottom of each page transmitted or on the first page of the
transmission.
Do-Not-Email
The Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act of 2003, or
the “CAN-SPAM Act of 2003” creates a single national standard designed to control the
growing problem of deceptive or fraudulent commercial email. The Act does not ban
commercial emails, but rather outlines a series of practices that must be followed when
sending commercial emails. State laws exclusively regulating use of electronic mail to
send commercial messages are preempted by the federal law.

Exam question #15

The Act requires all commercial emails to include:


A legitimate return email and physical postal address



Clear and conspicuous notice of the recipient's opportunity to “opt out,” that is, to
decline to receive any future messages



A mechanism that may be used or an email address (active for at least 30 days
after message transmission) to which a recipient may send a message requesting
not to receive any future email messages from the sender



Clear and conspicuous notice that the message is an advertisement or solicitation

If the recipient has given prior consent to receive commercial emails from the sender, the
sender does not have to include the clear and conspicuous notice that the email is an
advertisement or solicitation. Such messages must, however, include notice of the
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recipient's opportunity to decline to receive other messages from the sender and the
sender's physical postal address.
Immediate and Long-Term
From the statistics, we can see the value of keeping in touch with our past clients and with
our spheres of influence. Most recognize the fact that each person in our target groups
should be “touched” no less than once a month. How do the Do-Not-Call, Do-Not-Fax and
CAN-SPAM laws affect us regarding contacting our former clients? We can call past
clients for 18 months because of our EBR. What happens to our EBR if our client tells
another licensee in our company to “take them off their list”? The EBR is terminated.
Rewards Group…A Great Idea
Licensees can sign up past clients in a rewards group, promising delivery of certain
services for those in the VIP club. Of course, the sign up would include a statement in
writing giving permission to be contacted by phone, email or fax. This is a wonderful way
to keep the relationship that has been established. It is also a great avenue for future
referrals. Staying “top of mind” brings referrals!

Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, list things that could be promised to past clients in
a rewards group.
Yearly home value report
Notary services
Yearly client appreciation party
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Exam Question #17

Staying in
touch legally is
critical to
long-term
success.

MODULE THREE: POSITIONING YOURSELF
Reference
listed in Appendix:
Book Summaries

Exam question #28

According to Positioning, by Al Ries & Jack Trout, the marketing battle is fought in the
consumer’s mind. You must “position” your product, service or yourself in the mind of the
prospect. “Differentiating” your product, service or yourself from your competition is the
key.

Differentiate Yourself And Your Services
If you continue to do what you’ve always done, you’ll continue to get what you’ve always
received. Clearly, if the majority of the surveyed buyers used the very first agent they met,
the perception in the minds of the buying public must be that we are all the “same”. Are
we all the same? Are our services all the same?
Most brokerage companies have their list of services, guarantees and promises. What are
the typical things on all the lists? You know what they are: search MLS for properties,
write and negotiate the contract, etc.

Reference
listed in Appendix:
Book Summaries

In Jack Trout’s book, “Differentiate or Die,” he makes the point that if you do not identify
your attributes of “differentiation” from your competitors, you will either remain a so-so
company or will be quickly put out of business by those that have learned to “differentiate”
either their product or service.
Positioning, Repositioning, and Differentiation are Madison Avenue marketing techniques.
What’s your point of “differentiation?” If you don’t find it and market accordingly, you’ll
continue to be perceived to be “just the same” as every other real estate licensee. Begin
the journey. “Differentiate.”
What Differentiates You?
To find your point of differentiation, it is important to begin with the needs of the client. To
understand those needs along with the benefits the client will receive when those needs
are met is the beginning of the brainstorming process to set yourself apart from the crowd.
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i-note: This can be
a break out session
or town hall
exercise using the
earlier exercise in
module 1 as a
basis.

Begin by asking these questions:
Individual Activity
“If I were buying a home, what would I need and want to know? What would
concern me? What would I want from an agent?”

Once you have the answers to those questions, you can take the list of services along with
your particular strengths and abilities, and begin to differentiate your services accordingly.
Individual Activity
Can you be the best at everything? Analyze your own company and/or your
personal practice and answer the following questions:
1.

I-notes: Do you
strive to be the best
at everything?
Not even the best
companies in the
world are the best
at everything.

On what attributes do you and your company and/or your personal practice
dominate? Differentiate?

You should strive to
have one or two
distinguishing
attributes.
2.

Do your competitors dominate or differentiate on any attributes?

3.

On what attributes could you dominate or differentiate?
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Now that you understand how to differentiate yourself from the competition, how do you
build your own brand?

Image Building And Branding

I-note: This is the
show-and-tell
section. Use
examples of
branding from
various companies
such as FedEx,
Blue Bell Ice
Cream, etc. Many
of the examples
could overlap the
other categories.

In today’s overcrowded, media-blitzed society, Madison Avenue marketing techniques
have become necessary. Step back and take a lesson from those that have very large
marketing budgets. Name branding, “top-of-mind”, word association and logo recognition
are the tools of the mighty. If we were to flash the logos of some of America’s top
companies on the screen, you would instantly associate the company and product line in
your mind. Should it be any different for your real estate practice? Find ways to build your
image and brand you.
Develop Consistency And Continuity
When someone looks at one of your ads, brochures or promotional pieces they should
instantly recognize it as yours. If you want to burn your image in someone’s mind, you
must be consistent and develop a pattern of frequency. Your brand should be promoted
everywhere: letterhead, envelopes, postcards, website, home magazine ads, business
cards, brochures, emails, etc!
What’s In A Name?
Can you use your name in some way that is memorable? Is it unique in anyway? Can it
be rhymed with other words to make a catchy slogan? Can your name be associated with
a picture, song, words, etc? Name recognition and word association are great ways to set
you apart from other players.
A Picture Is Worth A Thousand Words
We have all heard this expression. Advertising firms know this is true. Associating a
product or service with a picture is a great way to differentiate yourself.
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Class Brainstorm - Ideas
How can you use a unique personal photo to your marketing advantage? What
are some unique ways you have used photos or you have seen other people
incorporate photos in their marketing campaigns?
Use a unique photo of yourself. Baby pictures, a picture of you and your dog, etc.
A photo of you relative to the time or season for example: “Are you HUNTING for a
new home?” “Are you FISHING in the right place?” If you specialize in a particular
property type, use a picture of that property type in your advertising. If you sell
ranches, use a picture of a ranch that will grab the attention of your perspective
clients. If you specialize in a specific consumer type, use a picture that will attract
your consumer. If you specialize in relocation, use appropriate pictures. Associate
your name with a picture. Caricatures can also be used effectively. They can show
your humorous side.

Uniqueness Counts
Develop a slogan or unique identity to set yourself apart. Can you use a slogan that can
identify and differentiate you from the rest?
Allen Domb has tagged “Condo King” as his unique
identity. His unique identity was inspired from his
property specialty.
Slogans can be based on:


tempo, rhythm, rhyme



property type (condo, new homes)



consumer type (i.e. relocation, new home
buyers)

Uniqueness can be based on:
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professional designations (ABR)



property type



consumer type



your services
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Niche Marketing
Narrowing your aim and lawfully targeting your audience in your innovative marketing
campaign will help to set you apart from the others.


Lawful targeted marketing – consumer type



Your city, state or region – area
This is an example of lawful targeted marketing.
This advertisement calls out to luxury home buyers
by the name of its website
(www.LuxuryHomeBuyers.com). It also contains
pictures of different locations associated with luxury
homes.
Notice how many different types of “positioning” are
being used here to set this real estate professional
apart – photos, specific buyers, location
association, etc.

AIDA = Attention,
Interest, Desire,
Action

See how easy it is to read and how uncluttered the
ad. Does it satisfy the AIDA premise?

Embrace Change And Be First
Another way to set yourself apart is to be the first to embrace an emerging trend. It is hard
to believe that buyer representation was once an emerging trend.
Individual Activity
Below are some emerging trends. Can you list others?

I-note: Remember:
“everything is a
marketing
opportunity – it may
be in disguise, but
a marketing
opportunity nonethe-less.”

RSS (Real Simple Syndication)

Podcasts

Blogs

Insurance (homeowners, flood, etc.)

Identity Theft (problem in society)

Market Diversity (demographic changes)

Generational Identities (age changes)

Population Trends (general)

Employment challenges

Remember, “everything is a marketing opportunity” - it is all a matter of “positioning
yourself.” Look for emerging trends, become familiar with them, become the recognized
local expert, and use them to “differentiate” yourself from others.
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Internet Marketing
Your innovating marketing ideas transcend all media in which you decide to deliver your
message, whether it is print ads, classifieds or the Internet.

See Stat sheet

Look at the statistics regarding buyers who use the Internet. It is important to note that
these home buyers will not be searching the web to find a real estate professional; they
will use it to search for available properties. Your first opportunity to capture a new client
will most likely come during an initial property search on the Internet.
e-Buyers are those who use the Internet as a research and informational tool. Review
California Association of Realtors® Internet vs. the Traditional Buyer Survey for current
characteristics.
How can you use the Internet to your marketing advantage?
Your presence on the Internet starts with your website. Depending on the policies of your
company you may be restricted to a page or pages on their website or you may be able to
create a personal site.
The advantage of a company site is that there is significantly less work involved in creating
your pages. Unfortunately, there may be less opportunity to customize your information.
You must do your best to use your page to target your market. Discuss your needs with
the technology-savvy people at your company to determine what options are available.
Some of the points outlined below may still be applicable.
The first step in developing your website is to compile your content. Fancy technology will
not keep buyer clients coming to your site. Useful information will. Visit the sites of other
agents or companies who target similar clients to get ideas.

Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, map out a website marketing strategy for a
particular niche group (assigned to your team). Identify items and
information that would be available to service the needs of the consumer in
that particular group. Present your ideas to the class.
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Reference
listed in Appendix:
California
Association of
Realtors® buyer
research

Exam question #19

Unless you’re already an accomplished programmer and have time on your hands to do
the work and keep up with the technology, you will need someone to create your site.
There are many one-stop shops that can provide everything you need for your website.
Ask your colleagues about their experiences. Once you’ve identified some vendors, visit
sites they’ve created to verify that they will supply what you need. They should be able to
provide:


Design and programming services



Domain name services (yourwebsite.com)



Hosting services



Search engine registration (so potential clients can find your site)



Links to your MLS service



An email address with your domain name (bobbroker@yourwebsite.com)



Sufficient bandwidth

Price may also be a consideration. Shop around. Or you can save money by dumping
the project on your teenage offspring (if you can get them to turn down their iPod long
enough to listen).
If you wish to display listings on your website, your vendor will need to cooperate with your
MLS service. NAR® has standards for the display of MLS data. As of this writing, those
standards are in a state of flux. You can obtain more information by visiting
http://www.realtor.org/ILD. Ultimately, your MLS will supply those services and should be
able to help you stay in compliance.
RSS (RDF Site Summary, Rich Site Summary, or Really Simple Syndication) is designed
for sharing headlines and other Web content. Think of this tool as a distributable "What's
New" for your site.
Internet advertising is another tool. Links on other websites can be used to bring potential
clients to your site.
Advances in technology (e.g. Podcasts) will continually provide new ways to reach your
target market. Keeping up can be both a challenge and an opportunity.
Just because buyers came to your site, does not mean that they will call you. Remember,
your website must be able to provide a functional/valued service to the consumer as well
as be able to set you apart from the other websites and real estate professionals
competing for the same buyer. While it is important to “differentiate” yourself, keep in
mind that people are interested in the property or the benefit of services, not necessarily
you. Make sure you use these tips when building your site.
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Look at the examples below. Notice that the real estate professional takes a back seat to
the page content.

www.cometoaz.com/BuyerBook/

www.arizonahorseproperties.com

Opportunities For “Differentiation”
Below are tips for value-added services and opportunities for differentiation:
1.

2.

Advertise all designations and certifications, particularly those that identify your
knowledge and ability within a niche group. Use the ABR designation and/or REBAC
membership. REBAC membership benefits include:


Home Buyer Seminar



Post cards and other marketing tools



Press releases



Home Buyer Kits

Tools for Building Loyalty


3.

Searchable Websites that Search via Neighborhood-specific Information


4.

5.

A journal in which the buyer can track various sites as well as inform any
listing representatives that the buyer is already represented

Realtor.com

Services for “New on the Market” Properties:


Pagers



Cell phones



Fax machines



RSS



Podcasts



Email

Professional consultations – direct buyers to, or provide free consultations with:
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Interior decorators



Feng Shui experts



Landscapers



Custom builders or re-modelers



Accountants



Estate planning attorneys
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6.

Neighborhood Walk-through:


Walk through the subdivision with a buyer to help familiarize them with the
area and/or discover possible problems.

7.

The 20 Questions Buyer Reps should be prepared to Answer

8.

Ask for referrals. (Transactional Marketing) Don’t forget!

Reference
in Appendix: “Let’s
Play 20 Questions”

Class Brainstorm
What are some other opportunities for differentiation?

Retaining Memory Banks
I-note:
As the students
discuss their ideas,
ask them if the
ideas are
innovative and why
or why not.

Now that you have earned their memory banks, how do you stay “top of mind”? The
answer is post-transactional services and marketing. Consistent marketing is critical for
success.
Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, list your 5 favorite marketing ideas you have seen or
heard today. Vote on the best, second best, etc. Be prepared to
share your team’s ideas with the class.

In the interest of
time, the marketing
team activities from
this point forward
may be presented
as a Group
Brainstorm instead.
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APPENDIX
MODULE FOUR: BUILDING YOUR MARKETING ACTION PLAN (OPTIONAL
MODULE)
Balance…A Life Plan First!
The New Era Of New Business Models
A Marketing Action Plan: How To Reach Your Goals
Mission
Vision
The Time Value Of You
Gathering Data To Evaluate Your Market
The Marketing Action Plan

MODULE FIVE: MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE BUYER COUNSELING
SESSION (OPTIONAL MODULE)
Come into the Office
From Contact To Contract
Counseling Session Goals
The Interview
The Power In Words
Agent Fears About Buyer Broker Agreements & How To Overcome Them

Recommended Readings
Book Summaries
Open House Strategies
Let’s Play 20 Questions To Begin To Build A Buyer Counseling Session
Agent Fears about Buyer Broker Agreements & How to Overcome Them
(Supplement)
Additional Do-Not-Call Information
Additional Do-Not-Fax Information
Helpful Websites
General
Data Collection
Marketing Articles
Mapping Sites
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MODULE FOUR: BUILDING YOUR MARKETING
ACTION PLAN (OPTIONAL)
Balance…A Life Plan First!
No such thing as time management…Self Management!
I-note: Reference
the consumer
stresses discussed
in Module One

Is balance possible? It can be if you plan. As you determine the strategy that you want to
use to market most efficiently and effectively to attain your goals, please make sure that
you also consider all of the obligations in your life, not just business. Have you scheduled
time for your family, friends, free time for you and anything that is important to you? Sit
down and write out what you hope to achieve over time. Think about all of your
obligations to other people and activities that are important. Remember, a marketing plan
is one part of your overall business plan. Today, more than ever, you must consider the
changes that continually occur and have occurred in business and around you in life. How
you manage your business and your life is up to you. Empower yourself and create a
business plan that you review on a regular basis. It is not about time management as
much as it is about managing you and all that defines you.
What are some of the effects on the real estate business?
The New Era Of New Business Models
Starting in the 1980s, some real estate companies offered sellers options on the level of
service they would provide and the prices they would charge. In recent years, companies
have reviewed the amount and cost of services provided to buyers. They are also
itemizing their services and pricing them separately.
The factors influencing this trend are:


Technology



Empowered consumers



Industry competition

How do you compete in the New Economy? How do you succeed? You are going to
develop a Marketing Action Plan.

A Marketing Action Plan: How To Reach Your Goals
In order to design a marketing action plan, consider reviewing your current business plan.
All plans should be written, specific, realistic and measurable. If you do not have a
business plan, you should. Successful businesses operate with a business plan. If you
are thinking that you do not need one because you have done well so far without it, or you
are new, reconsider. The time you invest, will pay off.
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If you have been in the business and are doing fine, imagine what you would accomplish if
you could measure your results.
If you are new to the business, a plan will help guide you to success in an efficient, costeffective way.
Consider the following…
"Your power to choose the direction of your life allows you to reinvent yourself, to
change your future, and to powerfully influence the rest of creation."
(Dr. Stephen R. Covey, from The 8th Habit: From Effectiveness to Greatness.)
Plans are guides or maps for success. Would you build a house without a blueprint?
Probably not. So, why are you operating your business without a plan? How do you start
or examine your current plan? Many business plans start with Mission and Vision
statements.
Mission: A mission statement is a statement that captures your purpose, client orientation
and business philosophy.
Examples:
•

Windermere publishes on their website, “Windermere is a network of real estate
businesses and a community of people who seek trust and mutual respect in each of
our relationships. We serve neighborhoods throughout the West and, through our
affiliations with related firms; we can link to neighborhoods and services around the
world.”

•

Carnegie Mellon Real Estate Club publishes on their website, “The Tepper Real
Estate Club endeavors to foster education and career recruitment opportunities for
graduate students interested in the real estate industry. The club aims to offer value
for its whole membership through nominal time commitment by individual members.”

•

Coldwell Banker Caine publishes on their website, “Coldwell Banker Caine's mission
is to conduct business in a quality manner, with great focus on integrity,
professionalism and service to our clients.”
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Individual Activity
What is your mission? Write a brief mission statement to capture your purpose,
client orientation and business philosophy. If you are not sure what to write, look
up other mission statements written by other companies. Don’t limit your search
to the real estate industry.

Vision: A vision statement is an inspiring, positive statement that describes your future.
You can present a statement with passion because you believe in its meaning.
Examples:

Reference



Maxwell writes, “You Can Seize Only What You Can See” in The 21
Indispensable Qualities of Leadership. Thomas Nelson Publishers, Chapter 21,
p.148.



John Sculley, former CEO of Pepsi Co. and Apple Computers said, “The future
belongs to those who see possibilities before they become obvious.”



Senior Advantage Real Estate Council publishes on their website: “SAREC® is a
community of REALTORS® and related professionals dedicated to serving the
real estate needs of the senior consumer.”



Isuzu’s vision is: "Isuzu will always mean the best."



Amazon says: “Our vision is to be earth's most customer centric company; to build
a place where people can come to find and discover anything they might want to
buy online.”

“What's The Difference Between Vision And Mission Statements?” By Marylyn B.
Schwartz, CSP Jan. 30, 2001 http://realtytimes.com/rtapages/20010130_statements.htm
“Building Your Company’s Vision” By James Collins and Jerry Porras, Harvard Business
Review: Sept-Oct 1996 Reprint 96501 (Also contained in Harvard Business Review on
Change ISBN 0-87584-884-2. This is a collection of works about business, change and
results.)
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The Time Value Of You
Historically, real estate companies and licensees have “given away” their services to
buyers, expecting to be paid from the seller’s side of the transaction. Due to the
influence of the Internet, the general public, with increasing frequency, is presenting the
real estate practitioner with properties. You are not the information gatekeeper. Buyers
are identifying properties they want to see, but do not understand compensation
methods. Buyers come to you for your advice, guidance and counsel. You should be
open to alternative methods of compensation.
The industry is finally realizing that working on the buyer’s side of a transaction takes
more time and has greater liability than representing the seller.
Individual Activity
What value would you put on the individual services you provide to buyers? Do
you have an hourly rate calculated for your services? If not, take some time at
home to complete the following exercise to calculate your hourly rate. Use the last three
(3) buyer transactions closed. It is important to be honest with the amount of time spent.
1.

Determine the total number of hours expended for the last 3 closed transactions.
Total number of hours spent to close your last 3 transactions:
(If you do not know the number of hours, estimate or start tracking some of your
current transactions.)

2.

Determine the total number of gross commission dollars coming into the Brokerage
firm (prior to any commission splits).
Total gross commissions earned on the last three transactions: $

3.

Divide the total number of dollars by the total number of hours. This will provide you
with your hourly rate.
Total commissions earned
Total hours worked

= $

= $
hrs.

1 hr.

The answer gives the value you and your company are worth (or receiving) per hour.
Consider comparing it to other professionals in your market. Are you receiving fair
compensation for your services in your market? If not, consider a new strategy in
your business plan to accomplish your goal.
Are you being paid what you are worth, or should you consider a career change?
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I-note:
Remind the class
that if they work
under the direction
of a broker, they
must get the
broker’s approval
before deviating
from the company
policy.

I-note:
Ask how many
keep track of their
time? If not,
suggest they try it
for a week and find
out how they spend
most of their time.

I-note:
Do not discuss
money amount or
show bias for one
fee structure over
another.

Now that you have determined your hourly rate, and how much time you spend on
average with a buyer, take a close look at how much time you spend on the following
elements of a buyer-side transaction. Enter your time in the spaces below:
Counseling
Locating and previewing property
Showing property
Assisting with paperwork
Negotiating offers and counter offers
Preparing and analyzing CMA’s
Assisting with financing
Assisting with due diligence (inspections, etc.)
I-note:
Ask the class what
software or forms
they are using.

Exam question #5
Also addressed on
page 21
I-note:
What else can you
do to demonstrate
your value to the
buyer?

Is there a way to streamline your activities? Keep in mind that Systems equal Success! If
you can systemize any activity, it will save you time and money. Any activity that will be
done more than 3 times should be systemized. How do you create a system? Look
around; there are many different products available to help you attain your goals. Ask
around the office. Find out what other agents are using. Also, consider attending
national, regional and local conventions to see what software and/or forms are available to
help you systemize your business. If you are considering a software purchase, ask for a
free trial period. Make sure what you purchase works for you.
You can demonstrate the value of your services and make them tangible to buyers by:


Upfront counseling



Menus of services



Weekly reports



Time sheets

Your goal is to emphasize benefits.
Class Brainstorm
What else can/do you do to demonstrate tangible value to the buyer? What have
other classmates done that you might be able to incorporate?
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Now that you have been introduced to some business planning activities, the focus will
turn to the Marketing Action Plan. As you go through this section, remember that planning
leads to success!
Gathering Data To Evaluate Your Market
First, you must select a market and determine its size. Look up information about your
specific niche(s). As an example, if you have decided that you want to work with second
home purchasers, you may want to reference the NAR® Resort and Second Home
International Market Report. Other useful information websites are:
www.fedstats.gov
www.bls.gov
www.hoovers.com

All types of census information can be obtained from this site.
Sectors of the market by industry
Business data and market statistics

Economic development groups in your local market and libraries carry specific research
about trends and interests by categories.
Collect information that will help you to evaluate what type of return you can expect from a
specific market.
Ask yourself about:
Market type: first time home buyers, single family homes, new homes, executives, artists,
baby boomers, second home purchasers, teachers, government employees, geographic
area, second language skills, golfers, warm climates, etc.
Prospect base: age, gender, employers, occupations, family size, income, life style,
leisure activities, motivations, etc.
(The above categories could also be considered your niche market. If the categories
overlap, compile the data you need in order to evaluate your market. Remember, the
more you know about your market, the more value you bring to the buyer client.)
Estimated Sales: How many properties or people have bought in the last year, 6 months,
3 months, etc. Pick a time frame.
Review national, regional and/ or local trends: Is this market expandable and
renewable? Can you continue to work within this market and generate business?
Market share: Determine who is working this market. If there are dominant players (each
company and/ or agent), what percentage of the market are they dominating. If any one
party dominates by 30% or more, select another underrepresented market.
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To determine the percentage of the market, find out how many transactions can be
attributed to that market sector. Determine the dominant competitors’ number of
transactions in that sector.
Example: If ABC Real Estate Company has a dominant market share in the local
Anywhere, USA market place, complete the following equation:
Dominant player’s market share (no. of transactions) =
Total number of transactions in the market

X 100 =

%

How do you find out how many transactions were completed in your market? Check with
your local or regional multiple listing services, go to www.realtor.org, check US Census
data, or go to another reliable source in your market.
What is the competitor’s edge? You may or may not have a dominant competitor in your
market or niche. However, you may have competitors working in that specialty area(s).
You should compile a list to determine what they are marketing. Know your competitor, so
you can outsmart the competition.
Barriers in the market: Are there any barriers of entry into the market? Is there any
reason that you may not be able to work within the market that you have selected?
What is your company’s target niche market? Does your company target market?
Have they approved your niche and marketing action plan? Does it complement the
company? Can you use information that has been collected by the company to determine
your strategy? Does any of the company data help you to determine if your market is
viable? Your company may have several areas of specialization. Could you specialize in
an underrepresented group that the company is not targeting?
The Marketing Action Plan
Exam question
#20, #29
Also addressed on
page 12.

Strategy: Which marketing approach will you use in order to appeal to your selected
market(s)? Reflect on all the different marketing activities that we’ve reviewed in the
course. Which activities are you going to select? Make a list of the activities that you think
will attract the most prospects.
Budget: How much money do you need to allocate for your marketing efforts? Budget
estimates range from 3% to 30% of your gross income.
Proposed marketing activities: Make a list of activities that you would like to try in your
marketing plan. Pick ones that you know you will stick to for at least one year.
Price plan for activities: Now it is time to begin to obtain pricing for your marketing
activities. List each activity and the cost. Be sure that you include how many times per
year you will engage in the activity.
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Marketing Team Activity (Optional)
Sally Salesperson has decided to send out personal brochures to her SOI every
three months. Each brochure costs about $1.25 to produce. The envelopes cost
20¢ each. Mailing each brochure costs 43¢. She pays her neighbor 5¢ to stuff
her brochures in the envelopes; the minimum charge is $50 per activity. Sally
sends out 250 brochures every 3 months. How much will this activity cost her
per year, per activity, per month, per day?
First, Sally will have 1,000 brochures printed at a time (bulk discount). Since
there is a minimum charge to stuff them, Sally has her neighbor stuff all 1,000
brochures to save money. $1,250 for the personal marketing brochures, $200 for
envelopes, $430 in postage, $50 for the activity. The total cost is $1,930/year.
The cost for this activity is $482.50 every 3 months or about $161/month or about
$5.37/ day.
Time line for activities: Get out your calendar, so you can determine when you will
complete each marketing activity you have listed in your plan. You should complete at
least one activity every month. To attract new clients, an activity should be completed
each week. In order to stay “top of mind” with your previous clients, friends, neighbors
and others, you should make a contact at least every 30 days.
Scheduling and Time Blocking: Contacts, Networking, Prioritizing
Tracking system: How will you track your marketing activities to determine what is
generating the greatest return on investment (ROI)?
In order to accomplish your overall goals, your daily measurable activities must be
completed as scheduled. Determine which activities are most important to get done.
Prioritize your daily schedule. Keep in mind that an organized database, with systems to
complete your marketing activities, will free you to do other tasks in a day. Many
marketing activities can be accomplished by an assistant if you are organized.
Example: If your activity is a direct marketing piece with a call to action, the prospect will
call using a special identifying number. For example, the prospect calls a specific phone
number. If the prospect has been directed to your website, have them type in a special
code to retrieve the data they desire.
Class Brainstorm
How are you tracking your marketing efforts?
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Some measuring tools include:


Numeric or color-coded marketing pieces prospects use when responding and
asking for specific information



Unique telephone numbers or extensions to track promotional results



Unique email addresses to track promotional efforts



Knowing which of your advertising dollars and marketing pieces is making your
phone ring

Class Brainstorm (Optional)
Can you name a few ways that could be used to track the effectiveness of your
marketing activity? Name an activity and how you would track it.

Remember: Make sure that you ask how the prospect got your name and contact
information. If you do not, you will not know which marketing activities generated the best
return for time, energy and money spent.
Necessary human resources to accomplish tasks: Do you need additional personnel
to help you complete any of your marketing activities? If yes, make sure you include it in
the estimated costs.
Example: If you have a website and are unable to update it yourself or do not have the
time, you will need to include an estimate of the cost to complete this ongoing marketing
activity.
Re-evaluation of plan: How often should you re-evaluate your plan? Evaluate your plan
every 30 days to make sure you are engaging in all of your outlined activities for the
month. Put a reminder in your day-timer, so you remember to review your activities.
Evaluate your budget and marketing activities every 90 days to make sure that you are on
track.
Cost-effective activity analysis: Every 90 days, calculate how much money you have
earned from your marketing activities. If your tracking system is successful, you can break
down leads generated per activity. How many leads turned into transactions?
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Example: Using the above scenario with the brochures. Sally spent a total of $482.50
every three months for brochures sent to her sphere of influence and past clients. The
marketing activity generated five prospects. Sally turned one prospect into a closed
transaction. The buyer-client bought a $250,000 home. She earned (as an example, not
to establish any fixed minimums or maximums in the market place) $3,000 at the closing;
she generated $2,517.50 from the activity.
Calculation: $3,000 gross commission earned at closing minus $482.50 for the 3 month
activity equals $2,517.50 profit for the quarter generated from her marketing activity. Do
not get too excited; you will need to complete a year-end analysis to make sure this is a
cost effective activity for your budget. This calculation is checking your current progress.
Additional Calculation: You can also calculate the cost per prospect. If Sally generated 5
prospects and closed one transaction, the marketing activity cost was $96.50 per prospect
or $482.50 per closed transaction.
Class Brainstorm (Optional)
Sally may want to try to increase her response rate. If she is mailing brochures
to her sphere of influence and past clients, what could she do to generate more
referrals from that marketing activity?
Sally could follow up by phone or email with her sphere of influence and past clients
shortly after sending out the personal brochure to ask for referrals. This may help her
to increase the leads that she generates from this activity. She may also want to
examine her closing ratio once she meets with a prospect. Maybe Sally needs a
better buyer-client presentation in order to close additional transactions. Additionally,
depending on the market and the specific marketing activity, five prospects may
be considered an excellent return for the investment. Each time, you must go back
and find out what percentage of the market share you estimated you would be
able to attract.
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At the end of each year, calculate the cost and time (in hours) of all of your marketing
activities. How many leads did you generate from your activities? How many transactions
were closed from your marketing efforts? What was your gross income for those
activities? How many hours did you spend on each transaction from initial contact through
closing?
Once you have compiled this information you can calculate the effectiveness of your
marketing efforts.


Income from all of your marketing efforts



Overall cost of the marketing activities for the year



Cost of each marketing activity (list and itemize)



Time spent on all of your marketing activities (Calculate an hourly rate for your
time)



Time spent on each marketing activity (list and itemize)

Note: You will need the information you calculated earlier to determine your hourly
income. We can use it as a measuring tool to compare your marketing costs versus your
hourly income for your marketing activities.


What was your overall ROI?



Income/investment = ROI



Example: Income from marketing activities was $12,000. The overall cost for the
yearly activities was $3,000. $12,000/ $3,000 = 4 X 100 = 400% ROI.

Complete the same calculation for each activity to determine which activity was the most
cost effective.
If you have spent time on your marketing efforts (updating your website, changing the
language on your personal brochure or another activity), you should calculate a cost for
your time spent on those efforts. This should be included as part of the cost of the
marketing activities. This will give you a clearer picture of the real cost to you.
Understand that you must be patient with your plan. You must have a flexible plan and
you need to commit at least one year to any new marketing effort before you will see a
substantial ROI.
You will not know if your plan is working unless you track your efforts and money spent on
each activity. How will you track your activities? How will you know which activities work
and which do not…
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Systems Equal Success!
Some specific, measurable goals: for example, “I want to earn $
this year.” After
you have outlined your long term objectives, break them down into quarterly and monthly
targets. For some, the tricky part is to determine which activities they will complete
regularly (daily) to accomplish their aims. All of your goals and the outlined activities to
achieve them must be realistic and measurable.
Individual Activity
List 3 measurable goals you would like to accomplish in the next 12 months. Be
realistic.
1.
2.
3.
Break each goal down into a measurable activity. For example:
Goals:

1) $120,000 gross income (before taxes and expenses)
2) 10% of income into short term savings
3) 20 hours a week spent with family

Translates into:
1) $120,000/year = $30,000/quarter = $10,000/month
2) $10,000/year = $1,000/month in the bank
3) Scheduling: pull out the organizer and block family time first
If the average sale price in the market is $275,000, then this person needs to close 2.5
sales/month to meet net income and savings goals. In order to meet that target, the agent
must estimate how many contacts are necessary to secure 2.5 closings per month or 30
closings per year. If the agent expects to attract one buyer client for every 100 personal
contacts, they will need to block time in their schedule to complete activities to personally
contact 20 people/day. The activities to accomplish this goal should be varied. (E.g., do
not just send post cards all the time.)
Select 3 – 5 activities that you will do each month that are designed to hit your niche
markets.
For example:


Personal brochure (professionally printed on glossy 100lb. paper and in email
format



Post cards (unusual size; professionally printed)



Personal contacts: visits, phone calls and emails
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Reference
Appendix:
Consider a
software package
to help you create
and track your
marketing plan.
Marketing Plan Pro
is one example of a
product that will
help you determine
what is working and
what is not!

These direct response marketing activities would be performed for three months, two
times each year (in the second and fourth quarters). The activities to be repeated each
month would be:


Personal brochure sent to 250 people on the 2nd of the month



Follow up with personal contacts



Send out post cards to niche group (250 people) on the 20th of the month



Follow up with personal contacts

Now the agent will make 20 personal contacts/day to reach out and/or follow up with the
marketing activity.
The plan needs at least one year of consistent implementation. Keep track of all your
activities, time, expense, etc. If you get off track, take out your schedule and plan your
activities again. Don’t over-analyze – don’t wait – just get started today!
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MODULE FIVE: MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES IN
THE BUYER COUNSELING SESSION
(OPTIONAL MODULE)
Come into the Office
Develop a Counseling Session that Increases your B.B.A. (Buyers Batting Average).
If you want the business, you must take the business (period)! If not, your competitor will!
Develop a Counseling Session second to none. Learn to listen. Learn to “differentiate”
your service delivery levels from your competitors by demonstrating genuine “ValueAdded” points of differentiation. Learn to create an impression in the consumer’s mind
that if they don’t use your services, they will always wonder. Embrace the fact that we
have all “come to expect less” from our service providers in this fast paced society.
Market accordingly. Provide value-added services that meet the needs and exceed the
expectations of today’s busy consumer. Remember, “Everything is a Marketing
Opportunity”. Learn to embrace change.

From Contact To Contract
Times are changing. Yes, some buyer reps are still willing to throw buyers in the car, drive
them around and hope they make an offer. Agents hope they qualify for a loan. Yes,
some buyer reps will work with buyers that are working with other licensees and then get
very depressed when the buyers buy through the other licensee. You are smarter!
Remember when you were a child playing in a sandbox? You probably had a sifter that
you poured sand through to make houses and castles. Now that you are a grown-up real
estate pro, the Buyer Counseling Session is your “sifter.” When used properly, it will allow
you to build your “business castle” higher and higher because you will build only with the
best quality sand.
Individual Activity
What is your greatest challenge when representing buyers?
Explaining compensation – talking to a buyer about how you will be paid?
Presenting the buyer representation agreement?
Getting the buyer to sign the representation agreement?
Other
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Counseling Session Goals
Remember the New Sales Model approach discussed in Module One. The buyers will not
care about you at all, until they know that you sincerely care about them. People want to
be served not sold! So keep this in mind as you develop your counseling session goals.

The Interview
It’s not about price, bedrooms or baths.
Well okay, maybe a little. But buyer representation is about service delivery. It’s about
counseling and a realistic analysis of the marketplace and your client’s needs. Ask your
questions. Keep sifting.
Consumers don’t care about you until they know you care about them!
Focus on their problems, concerns and needs. How much money you made last year or
your MLS ranking is probably not important. How can you help them? This is important.
Exceed the buyer’s expectations.


The stereotypical real estate agent is pushy, unethical, unprofessional and just
wants to take advantage of the buyer’s vulnerabilities to “sell” a house.



Break the stereotype and demonstrate how a large part of your job is to help them
by keeping their best interests at heart.

You are their Business Consultant/Counselor.
You will be there to inform and educate the buyer, giving them the benefit of your
expertise, opinion and advice, so that they can make a well-informed decision.
Bring Up the Hard Issues
You can demonstrate your concern for them and also “differentiate” yourself from the
competition by discussing issues such as agency disclosure and future negotiating and
contract issues.
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Class Brainstorm
What should a buyer-client consultation accomplish?
Build rapport
make required disclosures and cover other necessary legal issues (inform the buyer),
gain information to understand the buyer’s needs, wants, goals, objectives,
motivation, and qualification (listening skills are key to success)
discuss services provided (and/or not provided)…differentiate self
inform the buyer of the buying process
The Power In Words
Select words that reflect your professionalism and see the transaction from the buyer’s
perspective
Shifting Words, Shifting Perspective
From the Traditional Perspective
Sell
Salesperson
Deal
CMA (Comparative Market Analysis)
Pre-approved

To The Buyer’s Perspective
Help acquire
Business consultant
Transaction or acquisition
Customized Market Analysis
Loan commitment

Using the right words will not only help to set yourself apart, it will also help to
communicate your message more effectively.
I-note:
“choices” (the
buyer has a choice
to make regarding
representation and
services provided)?

Class Brainstorm
What are some other “power” words?

It is a good idea to use a buyer consultation worksheet/checklist. This worksheet can be
used in a number of ways – as a point of reference to make certain all important
information is covered and to document the presentation of information and disclosures
made by giving a copy to the buyer and keeping one for the file.
It is also a good practice to use a buyer packet along with the buyer consultation
worksheet/checklist. By using these two tools, a licensee can better prepare, inform,
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I-note:
Always get your
broker’s approval
before designing
or using your
own materials.
I-note:
Buyer Packet
items could
include: copies of
all signed papers,
services provided
list (for client),
notices,
disclosures,
disclaimers,
process checklist,
residential service
contract samples,
sources of
information such
as home
inspectors, school
district information,
etc., copy of blank
contract form,
copy of settlement
statement
(anonymous, of
course), etc.

understand and help the buyer. These practices also cut down the headaches,
frustrations and time spent throughout the transaction, because the buyer is informed and
educated.
Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, on the additional paper furnished to your
group:


Outline the steps in a counseling session.



Design and write your consultation worksheet/checklist.



Make a list of things you would include in your Buyer Packet.

Be prepared to share your ideas with the class. The lines below are
provided for notes as the class shares their ideas.
agency disclosure information
client vs customer services (see level of services desired - form in ABR course)
information about brokerage services (election to be made)
dual agency or intermediary practices
key questions re: buyer’s wants, needs, goals, qualification.
what are buyer’s expectations of the licensee
During the interview, the buyer will make some decisions. They will decide if you are the
person they want to hire. It is important to note that the buyer is not the only one who has
a decision to make. You must decide if this buyer is someone that you want to represent.
If you (both) decide to work together, signing the agreement should happen at the
conclusion of the interview.
Is it a “go” or “no go?”
The counseling session is designed to determine whether or not you want to represent
and work for a particular buyer. If it’s a “go” – it is unlikely that you will have selected
properties to show them. Each situation is different and what works best for one buyer’s
rep may not work for another. Some prefer to show properties immediately. Others will
set a date for showings in the future after the buyer has met with the lender.
If it is a “no go” – thank them for their time and wish them well in their search for a new
home.
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Agent Fears About Buyer Broker Agreements & How To
Overcome Them

Reference
in Appendix

Marketing Team Activity
With your marketing team, analyze the scenarios below and make
suggestions on how to overcome the objection or rejection. You may choose
to practice some of the scenarios at your table, by choosing one person to be
the licensee and another to be the buyer. Think of creative solutions or
explanations. Share your solutions with the class.


I’m afraid to ask the buyer to sign the agreement now. They don’t
know me yet. Why would they want to sign an agreement before they
know me?



The buyer may not want to commit to just one licensee. They may
want the ability to work with more than one licensee. If I ask them to
sign the agreement, I may lose their business.



My buyers want to be represented, but they don’t want to sign
anything.



My buyers want to be represented, but they don’t want to pay me.
They want the seller to pay compensation.

I-note:
For sake of time,
each marketing
team could be
assigned one of the
following, rather
than each team
doing all.

I-note:
Answers to these
questions can be
found in the
Appendix: “The Top
Three Agent Fears
About Buyer Broker
Agreements And
How To Overcome
Them”.
I-note:
See note at end of
exercise.
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What if I don’t like the buyer after I’m committed to them?



What if the buyer is not very motivated?
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I-notes:
There are many
services or tasks
that real estate
pros perform
everyday for
buyers. To the pro,
they are secondnature and many
do not perceive
their value. Most
buyers do not really
know what their rep
does. If the agent
can demonstrate
their services, the
purchaser will see
the value added.



What if I’m afraid that this buyer will make unreasonable demands or
will drain me of my time and energy?



I’m afraid of the liability of representing a buyer. What if the buyer is
not happy with my best efforts?



I’m uncomfortable telling a buyer that they may have to pay me. How
can I present compensation?

Class Brainstorm
1. What specific services do you perform that add tangible value to the
transaction for the buyer?
Time spent searching for and previewing property
Assistance with loan qualifying and decision making
Preparing CMA’s
Preparing and presenting offers
Negotiating the contract

Coordinating appointments

Negotiating for repairs or allowances for repairs
2. In addition to everyday services, there are other ways in which the buyer’s
representative can “differentiate” themselves from their competitors. Write down “what
makes you different.”
Bilingual services
Help with moving

List the group’s
ideas.

Home maintenance services
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Twenty Questions to “differentiate” yourself and seal the relationship.
Consider developing a series of questions/issues to bring up in the counseling session. A
sample by Curtis Hall has been provided in the Appendix. Not all of these issues would be
utilized in any one session; pick and choose the ones that are appropriate in your practice.
Using these questions will allow you to “keep sifting” to demonstrate your value, and to
“differentiate” and “position” yourself vis-à-vis the competition. They will also allow you to
establish expectations in the potential buyer-client’s mind.
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Reference
listed in Appendix

Recommended Readings
Business By Referral
by Ivan R. Misner Ph.D. & Robert Davis
Published by Bard Press, Inc.
ISBN 1-885167-27-X (trade paperback)
ISBN 1-885167-28-7 (cloth)
Buyer Beware
by Carla Cross
Published by Real Estate Education Company
ISBN 0-793-12851-X
Differentiate Or Die
by Jack Trout
Published by John Wiley & Sons
ISBN 0-471-35764-2
Influence-The New Psychology Of Modern Persuasion
by Robert Cialdini
Published by William Morrow & Company
ISBN 0-688-04107-8
Marketing Warfare
by Al Ries & Jack Trout
Published by McGraw-Hill
ISBN 0-07-052730-X (hard cover)
ISBN 0-07-052726-1 (paperback)
Fundamentals Of Marketing For The Real Estate Professional
by Doris Barrell & Mark Nash
Published by Dearborn Real Estate Education
ISBN 0-7931-8779-6
Reaching Out: The Financial Power Of Niche Marketing
by Doris Barrell & Mark Nash
Published by Dearborn Real Estate Education
ISBN 0-7931-6114-2
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Rain Making: The Professional’s Guide To Attracting New Clients
by Ford Harding
Published by Bob Adams, Inc.
ISBN 1-55850-420-6
Sun Tzu Strategies For Winning The Marketing War: 12 Essential Principles For Winning
The War For Customers
by Gerald A. Michaelson
McGraw-Hill
ISBN: 0071427317
The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make A Big Difference
by Malcolm Gladwell
Back Bay Books
ISBN: 0316346624
“Antitrust And Real Estate: Antitrust Compliance Guide For Realtors® And RealtorAssociate®S”
National Association of Realtors®
430 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611-4087
1.800.874.6500
Current “NAR Profile Of Home Buyers And Sellers”
Who are today's home buyers and sellers? Do they use the services of a real estate
professional, and what impact does the Internet have on all of this? These questions and
many more are answered in this updated profile of home buyers and sellers. Produced by
NAR's Economic Research Department, this in-depth report will supply you with the
information you need to market your services to consumers.
For sale: 800-874-6500
Current “Profile Of Homebuyers And Buyer Agents”
Business Research Snapshot
National Association of REALTORS®
Economic Research Group
700 N. 11th. St. NW
Washington, DC 20001
For sale: 1.800.874.6500
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Book Summaries
Real Estate Rainmaker
The following information is from the Real Estate Rainmaker (by Dan Gooder Richard)
The Nine Deadly Truths That Could Kill Your Business
Truth #1

Most Customers Call Only One Agent
Critical Strategy: generate leads before the competition does

Truth #2

Predatory Giants have Declared War on Your Customers
To gain market share, competitors must prey on others’ customers.
Success lies in:


Relationships with satisfied customers



Branding



The benefits of working with one source

The Goal: beat the giants to the consumer’s mind. Own it.

Truth #3

Truth #4

Truth #5

Truth #6
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Inevitable Roller Coaster of Sales Cycles Creates Feast or Famine


Markets fluctuate.



Practitioners must constantly prospect to level out the peaks and
valleys.

Focusing on Sellers is No Longer Enough


Brokers have shifted advertising costs to salespeople.



The Internet gives buyers unlimited access to property information.

Profits Will Continue to be Squeezed


Expenses keep rising.



Commissions are constantly under attack.



Affinity groups, third party relocation firms and in-house broker
development operations continue to chip away at profits.

Advertising Property Drives Prospects to the Competition


Trying to generate leads with property advertising right alongside
the competition’s is a mistake



The look-alike ads create competition for the prospect’s attention
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Truth #7

Prospects are Taking a Longer Time to be Ready


This creates two problems:
1.
2.

Truth #8

Truth #9

The goal must be to have the consumer call you first, much
earlier than in the past.
The agent must be prepared to continually follow up over a
longer period of time.

Database and Demographic Aging Demand Customer Replacement


A healthy and dynamic database needs a constant influx of new
customers.



If the database is not refreshed, old customers will age beyond their
home buying years.

Geographic Farming Doesn’t Work Anymore


People are moving less often, so geographic farming is not
producing the results it once did.



Geographic farming must be replaced with a more laser-beam,
lawfully targeted marketing approach.

Fishing Upstream with the Right Bait
Fact: 65% of today’s home buyers hire the first real estate professional they meet.
Fact: 49% of today’s home buyers hire a real estate professional based on referrals
and/or past relationship.
Fact: 42% of today’s home buyers found their home by themselves.
How are you positioning yourself so that you are set apart from the masses in the
proverbial pond? Are you “fishing upstream” ahead of the masses or are you fishing with
the masses?
If you fish in the pool with the masses, then all you’ll ever receive is your “diluted” share of
whatever’s in the pond – if you’re lucky. Why not learn to fish upstream, ahead of the
masses. By understanding the “life cycle” of the Buying Process, one can lawfully target
their efforts and audience well in advance of the prospects meeting or identifying
themselves to the masses. Even if you are fishing “upstream,” using the right bait is
critical.


If your lawful target audience is First Time Buyers, gear your marketing efforts
accordingly.



If you target more upscale or experienced buyers, alter your marketing efforts and
tools accordingly.

Direct Response marketing, developing and forming a “trophy” Sphere-of-Influence
database, placing yourself in positions of visibility, creating and nurturing a “by-referral” or
vertical marketing philosophy, and developing marketing tools with both shelf-life and
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name branding are all tools of fishing upstream, i.e., ahead of the masses. These
concepts will be discussed in more detail later in this book.
Direct Response Marketing
The secret to Direct Response advertising is to develop offers that make the phone ring.
Prospects want to know, “What’s in it for me?” Here are Dan’s Nine Rainmaker Strategies
to increase results with Direct Response offers.
Strategy #1:

Handpick the Customer’s You Want.
By picking your response offer, you pick your customer. Offers can be
directed towards first time buyers, move up buyers, retirees, etc

Strategy #2:

Focus on the Customer’s Problems.
The top three services that buyers want help with are:
1. Finding the right home
2. Help with paperwork
3. Help with negotiations

Strategy #3:

Translate Your Solutions into Offers.
Identify your lawfully targeted audience’s needs and problems. Then
figure out how to solve their problem and translate your solution into an
offer.
For example: The out of town buyer’s problem is not knowing the area.
The solution is information and your offer could be a relocation kit.

Strategy #4:

Turn Your Solution into a Premium.
Make your solution “tangible”. It could be a video, a counseling session, or
a free report such as “Money Saving Secrets for First-Time Buyers.”

Strategy #5:

Make Your Offer Valuable.
Show buyers how to:


Save money – “Save thousands in interest and taxes.”



Save time – “Discover how much house you can buy with one
3-minute phone call.”



Avoid problems – Ask them “How much would it cost you…”
a. “…if you don’t buy today?”
b. “…if you don’t perform due diligence?”



Learn revealed mysteries – Many buyers want to discover insider
secrets such as:
a. “Inside tips for home buyers in today’s hot real estate market.”
b. “Discover 12 secrets to a stress-free family move.”
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Strategy #6:

State Your Offer Clearly.


Make it big, bold and up-front



Put it right at the top.



Prospects must see your offer at a glance and understand it.
(AIDA)

Strategy #7

Limit the Time or Supply of Your Offer.
Get the prospect to respond right away. Deadlines create urgency.

Strategy #8:

Everything Must Contain a Response Offer.
Include response offers:

Strategy #9:



In bills you pay



As PS’s in letters to prospects



In voice-mail messages



In emails, flyers, even business cards



Consistency and frequency create “top of mind.”

Constantly Test Offers.
Measure / track everything.

Real Estate Rainmaker
by Dan Gooder Richard
Published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
ISBN 0-471-34554-7
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The following information is from The 22 Immutable Laws of Marketing (by Al Ries &
Jack Trout).
Laws of Marketing
These laws crystallize the basic tenets of marketing.

Are you fishing
upstream?

The Law of Leadership: “It’s better to be first than better.”
Remember, 65% of buyers hired the first agent they met. If possible, create a category,
product or service that you can be first in offering. The leading brand in any category is
almost always the first brand in the consumer’s mind.
The Law of Category: “If you can’t be first in a category set up a new category.”
You are probably not the first buyer representative in your market. Could you be the first
luxury home, townhouse/condo, retirement specialist, etc. buyer representative?
The Law of Mind: “It’s better to be first in the mind than first in the marketplace.”
If you weren’t the first to meet or represent a buyer, is it too late for you?

Even if you are
fishing upstream,
are you using the
right bait?

The Law of Perception: “Marketing is not a battle of products; it’s a battle of
perceptions.”
Do buyers perceive you as providing the services (finding homes, negotiating skills,
handling paperwork) they want most?
The Law of Focus: “The most powerful concept in marketing is owning a word in the
prospect’s mind.”
What word do you own or want to own in buyer’s minds? Allan Domb of Allan Domb Real
Estate in Philadelphia owns the word “Condo King”. And guess what…he was rated
NAR’s #1 salesperson for 2000.
The Law of Perspective: “Marketing efforts take place over an extended period of time.”
“Owning a word” in the consumer’s mind or always being “top of mind” does not happen
overnight. Don’t expect long-term results from short-term marketing efforts.
The Law of Failure: “Failure is to be expected and accepted.”
How do you measure which marketing efforts are, or are not working? Be prepared to
admit mistakes and discontinue programs that do not produce results. Measure / track
every effort.
The Law of Resources: “Without adequate funding an idea won’t get off the ground.”
You need money to get into the prospect’s mind. Before starting a marketing campaign,
analyze the costs. Can your budget handle it?
The 22 Immutable Laws of Marketing
by Al Ries and Jack Trout
Published by Harper Collins Publishers
ISBN 0-88730-666-7
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The following information is from Positioning (by Al Ries & Jack Trout)
Differentiate Yourself & Your Services
The marketing battle is fought in the consumer’s mind. You must “position” your product,
service or yourself in the mind of the prospect. “Differentiating” your product, service or
yourself from your competition is the key.
“When you are small and have little to lose, daring to be different can be your
boldest strategy.”
If you continue to do what you’ve always done, you’ll continue to get what you’ve always
got… Clearly, if 65% of the surveyed buyers used the very first agent they met, then the
perception in the minds of the buying public must be that we are all the “same” and we will
continue to get what we’ve always got. Opportunity is knocking by-the-way!
In Jack Trout’s book, “Differentiate or Die,” he makes the point that if you do not identify
your points or attributes of “differentiation” from your competitors, then you will either
remain a so-so company or will be quickly put out of business by those that have learned
to “differentiate” either their product or service deliveries from the masses.
Examples of Differentiation
Product
Brand
Ketchup
Heinz
Toothpaste
Crest
Fast-food hamburgers
Burger King
Wendy’s
Cola
7-Up

Differentiation
the “slowest” ketchup around
“owns” cavity prevention
“flame broiled”
“Where’s the beef?”
the ”un-cola”

In the world of ketchups for example, Heinz, learned early and has continued to
differentiate themselves from their competitors by being the “slowest” ketchup around.
Others could duplicate this attribute but it’s too late; Heinz “owns” this attribute in the
minds of the buying public. Remember, “it’s better to be first than better”…
Crest “owns” cavity prevention. In the world of colas, one stands alone as being the “uncola.” In the world of hamburgers, you are either “flame broiled” or “fried” on the grill with
all the fat, and while the two main competitors were beating up on each other to
differentiate their method of cooking, along comes a short little old lady at the counter who
yells, “Where’s the beef?”… thus, repositioning the burger industry.
What differentiates you?
Positioning, Repositioning, and Differentiation are Madison Avenue marketing techniques.
What’s your point of “differentiation?” If you don’t find it and market accordingly, you’ll
continue to fish with the masses, get what you’ve always got, and will always be perceived
to be “just the same” as every other real estate license. Begin the journey upstream,
“Differentiate or Die.”
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Positioning
by Al Ries and Jack Trout
Published by Warner Books
ISBN 0-446-34794-9
This information is based on The Myth of Excellence (by Fred Crawford & Ryan
Mathews)
Can You Be The Best At Everything?
Every business transaction can be broken down into five basic attributes:
1

Price

2

Product

3

Access

4

Service

5

Experience

It is impossible for a company or individual to be the best at every attribute. The best
companies in the world have the following in common. they:
It is fatal to be
below par on any
attribute.



dominate the competition on one attribute.



differentiate themselves from the competition on a second attribute.



are on an industry par on the other three attributes.

Examples:


Wal-Mart



Costco



Red Roof Inn



Canyon Ranch Spa



Four Seasons Hotels



Ritz Carlton



Nordstrom



Coke



AOL



Walgreen’s

Dominating Attributes:
Dominate on price &
Differentiate on product

Dominate on experience &
Differentiate on service

Dominate on access &
Differentiate on product

The Myth of Excellence
by Fred Crawford and Ryan Mathews
Published by Crown Business, New York, NY
ISBN 0-609-60820-7
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Open House Strategies
Open House Set-up
1.

2.

Establish a registration procedure, which captures the information you want.


Keep it simple: name, phone or email



Have a mail-back direct response questionnaire

Be prepared with information about:


The property



The neighborhood (the #1 reason why buyers purchased in a particular area)



The city



Competing properties



You and your company



Schools



Note: You are targeting buyers. Are you appealing to the buyer? Does your
approach cause the prospect to pause? The longer the prospect stays, the more
personal time you have together, the more you can differentiate your service
deliveries, benefits and results, and the greater the chance the prospect will want
to work with you.

Open House Key Points and Questions
For your initial discussion with the prospect:
1.

Focus on their needs and problems.
(See previous table titled “The Problems of Today’s Home Buyer” on p. 13)

2.

Determine if they are being “exclusively” represented by another salesperson.
NAR Code of Ethics – Standard of Practice 16-9
REALTORS®, prior to entering into an agency agreement or other exclusive
relationship, have an affirmative obligation to make reasonable efforts to
determine whether the client is subject to a current, valid exclusive agreement to
provide the same type of real estate service. (Amended 1/98)
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3

Differentiate yourself. A common stereotype of the real estate professional is that of a
slick salesperson, waiting for its prey (prospect) to walk in. How are you
“differentiating” yourself?
Be prepared to talk about some of the “hard issues“, if the opportunity presents itself.
This will not only “differentiate” yourself, it can also lead to more follow up questions
and possibly an appointment. Such issues are:

4.



Environmental



Stigmatized properties



Megan’s Law, etc.

Discuss / find out about:


Motivation for looking/buying



Why this home?



Special needs



Are they new to town?



Have they met with a lender?



Do they currently own or rent?



What’s important: schools, distance to work, transportation, etc.

Note: If the prospect is being exclusively
represented, the Code of Ethics precludes
you from asking these questions.

It may be impossible to get into lengthy discussions with prospects. In that case, a
questionnaire/survey with key questions about the prospect’s needs and wants is useful
as well as providing a personal brochure that provides information on your services. It is
also advisable to keep this questionnaire and other information about the buyer’s
preferences as evidence that you have provided equal professional services to all
prospective buyers.
Remember, however, that it is unlawful under the Fair Housing Laws, to provide
information that relates to the race, color, religion, sex, handicap, national origin or familial
status of individuals in the area – even if your buyer asks for such information.
These can be strong motivators and can be discussed in more detail in the buyer
counseling session. Be sure to know what your disclosure obligations are and are not
under your state law.
Remember, your bait got the prospect there (to the open house). What are you doing to
keep them? The longer they stay, the greater the opportunity you have to “differentiate”
and to shake off their perception of stereotyping.
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Open House Follow-Up
Most do not result in the direct purchase of that property. The follow-up goal should be to
set a counseling appointment (C.I.T.O.) rather than jumping into the car and looking at
properties.
C.I.T.O. - Come Into The Office. You want to have the prospect come into your office.
The office is your place of business. That’s where you can separate the qualified,
motivated, and committed buyers from those who aren’t. Your time is very valuable.
Don’t waste it. Spend an hour or two up front, on your turf. It will save many more hours
of possible wasted time later.
Note: Safety issues: having a prospect come into the office is a safe alternative to
immediately taking the prospect into your car.
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Let’s Play 20 Questions To Begin To Build A Buyer
Counseling Session
(Actually, Lots More than Twenty)
These questions were put together by Curtis Hall, RE/MAX Anazasi Realty, Tempe, AZ.
They are asked here from the buyer’s perspective, but are intended to demonstrate
questions and ideas that the real estate professional can bring up and should be prepared
to answer in the initial buyer counseling session.
It is unlikely that all of these questions would be asked and answered in one session and
some of the questions will not be appropriate for every licensee. Consider altering the list
to fit your marketing plan.
It is important to recognize, that by introducing these ideas/questions to a buyer, you are
strongly “differentiating” yourself from other buyer’s reps the buyer may be thinking of
hiring. Through this “differentiation” you are “positioning” yourself and “re-positioning” your
competitors.
Buyer asks:
1. How long have you been in the residential real estate industry?


Do you work full-time or part-time?



Do you work for a 100% brokerage or do you split commissions with Broker?



Do you hold a Salesperson or Broker license?

2. What are your credentials and/or industry recognized designations?


Briefly explain them.



Do you hold the ABR (Accredited Buyer’s Representative Designation)?



If not, why not?

3. Do you specialize in any specific area, type of housing, or price range?


Briefly describe your real estate experience.



How long have you lived in the area?



What is your community involvement?



How knowledgeable are you about the area I’m seeking?

4. How involved are you within the industry?
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Do you sit on any industry committees? If not, why not?



How are you giving back to the industry? If not, why not?
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5. How experienced are you as a Buyer’s Representative?


How many Buyers do you represent on an annual basis?



How many Buyer-clients do you currently represent?



Will you require that I sign an “Exclusive Representation Agreement?”



What if our relationship isn’t working? What then?



How will you be paid? / Will I personally owe you any monies?

6. How will you explain the various documents and their nuances?


Do you have a Sample Purchase Agreement and any other ancillary forms?



What contingencies to the Purchase Agreement might you suggest?



How will you assist me in completing the various employment, purchasing, and
closing documents?

7. How will you work to get me the “best” deal?


A “better” price?



How will you “package” my Offer to Purchase?



How will you assist me with negotiations?



Will you personally present my Offer to Purchase to the Seller and their Broker? If
not, why not?



How and what information will you gather about the Seller’s motivation, need to
sell, etc., to build an effective “Offering Strategy”?

8. Explain “Fiduciary Duties.” Individually, what do they mean to me?


Loyalty – Undivided



Confidentiality



Full Disclosure



Skill, Care, Due Diligence



Obedience (Lawful)



Accountability

9. On what basis will you refer to me to other Service Providers?


Why are these specific vendors on your “Referral Roster?”



Will you be receiving any additional compensation for referring me?

10. Explain Dual Agency, Facilitator, and Transactional Brokerage to me.


What are the “down” sides or disadvantages to me as a consumer?



If you were purchasing a property, what would be your preferred choice? Why?



What are my “options” should we find ourselves looking at an “in-house” Listing?
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11. Please explain any “Environmental Issues and Concerns.”


Would you recommend an Environmental Inspection?



Where would I call to get an Environmental Report of the immediate area?



I’ve been hearing a lot lately about “mold”. What is it and should I be concerned?



What specifically will you do to protect me regarding Environmental aspects?



Are High Power wires really an issue?

12. Talk to me about “Stigmatized” properties.


What will you specifically do to protect me?

13. Talk to me about “Megan’s Law.”


What specifically will you do to protect my interest in this regard?

14. Do you have a list of References I could contact?


Four (4) or five (5) current or immediate past Buyer clients?



A few of your current or immediate past Seller clients who then became buyers?

15. How will you identify properties to show me?


Will you provide me with copies of MLS Listings?



Can I tour them on my own?



How will you identify “New-on-the-Market” properties in advance of the
competition?

16. What can I expect from you when you are showing me a property?


Will you identify the “negatives” as well as the property’s “strengths”?



Explain the difference between best “value” and best “price.”



If you don’t like the property or think it’s not “right” for me – will you tell me so?

17. What sets you apart from other Buyer Representatives?


Explain.



Why should I hire you?



Would you hire yourself? Why?

18. Before writing an Offer to Purchase, how will I know my total purchasing costs?
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Do you have an advance copy of your “Estimated Cost Sheet” I can review?



Can you Guarantee there will be no surprises or unexpected extra costs at
closing?



What if there are?
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19. Are you required to take Continuing Education classes to maintain your license?


If so, do you meet these requirements or do you exceed them? Why?

20. Do you have a “Performance Guarantee”?


What is it?

21. Do you have an “After Sales Service Program”?


Explain.

22. Financing:


Will you “qualify” me? How much can I afford?



Why would I want to meet with a Lender prior to shopping?



What advantages are there to me, the Buyer?

23. What are the five “biggest” mistakes Buyer’s make?


Buyers fail to think “Resale.”



Buyers fail to “package” themselves or their Offer to Purchase.



Buyers fail to secure a “Loan Commitment” prior to shopping for a property.



Buyers fail to interview and hire the “right” agent.



Buyers fail to “act quickly” when they find the right property

How will you help me avoid these mistakes?
24. Are Commissions negotiable?


What are my commission options in hiring you?



If there is an “overage” or “shortage,” what then?



If there is a “bonus” being offered, what then?

25. How do I handle “Open Houses,” “New Homes,” or the Sunday “For Sale” ads?


What if I find the property myself?



What about “For-Sale-By-Owner” properties?

26. Should I get an Independent Home Inspection?


Why?



Who would you recommend?



Will you be there with me?
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27. Should I get a Home Warranty?


Why?



What Company would you recommend?



Who will pay for this?

28. Why would I need a Realtor® at a “New” Home Subdivision?


Will you get me a better “deal”?



Will you change the “Terms” of the builder-favored Purchase Agreement to favor
me?



What can you specifically do for me at a “New” Home Subdivision?



Do I need an Independent Inspection for a newly built home?

29. How will we determine an “Offering” price?


What resources will you used to determine the property’s true “value”?



What information would be useful to me when tendering an Offer to Purchase?



How will you protect me in the event the Seller doesn’t disclose something
“material”?

End of “20 Questions.”
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Agent Fears about Buyer Broker Agreements & How to
Overcome Them (Supplement)
1.

Exclusivity
Fear: A common fear among buyer representatives is having a prospect refuse to
sign an exclusive agreement. This fear is addressed in the following points.

Exclusivity
demands your
commitment.

Non-exclusivity amounts to an open listing.
Agents have little or no fear about sellers signing exclusive listings, but continue to
represent buyers on what most times amounts to a verbal open listing.
Non-exclusivity has high risk of no reward.
You have all the liability and no protection regarding your commission. In most states,
you must go through an agency disclosure and election. That typically creates an
agency relationship and all the liability that goes with it.
Without an exclusive representation agreement, however, you could research and
show property (for weeks) that the buyer subsequently purchases through another
agent and you would have no claim for compensation.
Non-exclusivity is a waste of the buyer’s time.
Buyer’s “don’t want to start from scratch” with several new agents. This is
demonstrated by the fact that 65% “hired” the first agent they met and 75% of those
buyers stayed with one agent.
Non-exclusivity wastes your time.
Surveys indicate that a pet peeve of buyer’s reps is how much of their time the buyer
wastes. If the buyer will not commit to you exclusively, then let them waste another
agent’s time.
Non-exclusivity promotes disloyalty & indecision.
If a buyer makes an exclusive commitment, upfront, you have probably eliminated the
top two agent pet peeves of disloyalty and indecision.
CAUTION:
Exclusivity places enhanced demands and liabilities on the practitioner.
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2.

Duration
Fear: A common fear among buyer representatives is that the buyer will drain them of
their time and resources. Below are some tips to help avoid this from becoming a
reality.
Don’t use a “listing mentality.”
Listings are taken for 90, 180 or 360 days. Buyers aren’t houses. Different buyers
dictate different durations. Also take into consideration company policy.
Analyze the buyer’s motivation.
Analyze the buyer’s motivation and urgency. With buyers who have a need to
purchase soon, the duration can be short. With buyers who are just starting to look
and have no urgency, longer terms would be appropriate.
Don’t short change yourself.
Allow enough time to do the job and protect your interests. Even with an exclusive
buyer representation agreement, you may do a lot of work, provide the buyer with a
great deal of information and insight and eliminate lots of properties only to find that
the agreement expires and the buyer buys a property through another agent. In this
situation you may well have no claim for compensation.
Allow for cancellation.
What if the buyer does not like you? What if you don’t like the buyer. The answer is
simple. If appropriate, consider giving the buyer and yourself the right to cancel after
a short trial period (termination clause).
Have a short trial period.
In some situations you or the buyer may not want to immediately commit to an
exclusive agreement. Try each other out for a test drive. Show the buyer some
properties and provide services without an agreement. Do this with the understanding
that you expect an exclusive agreement to immediately follow your trial period
(example: 24 hour opt-out clause).
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3.

Compensation
Question:

Are your services valuable?

Answer:
Conclusion:
NAR’s Profile of Homebuyers and Buyer’s Agents (2001) indicates that 25% of the
time, the buyer paid all, or a portion, of the compensation. The table below lists the
general trends on compensation.
Seller paid
Buyer paid a percentage of acquisition price
Buyer & Seller paid
Buyer paid flat fee
Modes of compensation
The three most common approaches are:
1. Percentage of acquisition cost

Note:
•

2.

A flat fee

3.

An hourly rate

56% of time
12% of time
11% of time
2% of time

Commissions are always
negotiable. Any class discussion
on this topic is solely for the
purpose of illustration.

Compensation Considerations
Compensation must be addressed in the Exclusive Buyer Rep agreement. On
standard forms, you will probably need to create an addendum in order to define your
compensation clearly, if not already stated on the form. Consider the following:


Are you willing to accept whatever the listing company offers in MLS as full
compensation?



If the co-op fee is lower than your buyer representation agreement fee, will
you expect the buyer to pay the difference?



If the co-op fee is higher than your agreed upon fee structure, will you keep
the difference or rebate the difference to the buyer?



If a FSBO property and the seller is willing to pay compensation, will you:

1.
2.

Take a single party property listing which in many states will create a dual
agency? OR
Use a FSBO compensation agreement defining you as the buyer’s only
representative?



If a FSBO is not willing to pay compensation, how will you be paid?



In a new home subdivision that the buyers have visited on their own, and the
builder is not willing to pay compensation, how will you be paid?
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Can the buyer write the check?
In many situations the buyer has little or no cash available other than for the down
payment and closing costs. In these situations, expecting the buyer to pay you all or a
portion of your fee may be unrealistic from an out-of-pocket cash scenario. Could the
buyer representative’s fees be mortgage-able?
Hourly fees
Some situations might dictate charging an hourly fee. Some examples are:


New home subdivisions where the buyer has already selected a home and
the builder will not compensate



Selected services from a menu

Caution



Consulting



Expert witness services



Performing research for
investors

Providing some services with or without fees
could constitute the unauthorized practice of
law. Be sure to check with your broker and
state laws regarding this issue.

Retainer fees
Some agents choose to collect a retainer fee from buyers upon entering into the
representation agreement. Retainer fees indicate buyer commitment and assure the
buyer’s rep some limited compensation. Here are some considerations when taking a
retainer fee:


What are your state’s accounting requirements for upfront retainers?



Will the retainer fee be applied towards the total compensation owed?



Are you sufficiently committed to this client?



You should be consistent as to how you charge and to whom you charge
retainer fees.

Reports and time charts
To make your services tangible and to demonstrate the value of your services, regular
reports to your buyer are an excellent communication vehicle. If you are charging an
hourly fee and/or have collected a retainer, time charts with account balances should
be maintained and delivered to the buyer with regular frequency.

Always keep fair
housing issues in
mind

Invoicing
If you are not paid out of the seller’s closing proceeds, payment will have to be
invoiced and paid through settlement to ensure all monies are appropriately
accounted for on the HUD-1 Settlement Statement.
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Additional Do-Not-Call Information
Do the new rules apply to calls made to FSBO’s?
(from www.realtor.org

Federal Issues in Brief: Do-Not-Call / -Fax / -Email)

There are two instances when a real estate professional would call a FSBO seller. The
first would be a real estate professional seeking of a FSBO listing, and the second would
be a buyer's representative who believes his/her client might be interested in a FSBO
property. NAR does not see any problem with a buyer's representative contacting a FSBO
owner whose number is listed in the Do-Not-Call registry about a client's potential interest
in the property, as this call is not a telephone solicitation by the buyer's representative.
Note that the buyer's representative can only discuss his/her client's interest in the
property and not use a purported client's interest as a way to also discuss the possibility of
the FSBO owner listing his/her property with the buyer's representative.
However, a real estate professional would be prohibited from initiating a telephone call to
a FSBO seller whose number is listed in the Do-Not-Call registry in an attempt to obtain a
listing. The rules prohibit anyone from making telephone solicitations to telephone
numbers that are registered in the database, and a call initiated to obtain the listing falls
within that definition. NAR is seeking clarification from the FCC for calls made to
consumers in response to a yard sign or an advertisement in the newspaper that provides
a telephone number. Until this clarification is provided, it is advisable to take a
conservative approach and check the registry first for the telephone number, and refrain
from calling if the number appears on the list.

Additional Do-Not-Fax Information
Requirements for Sending Unsolicited Advertising Faxes
Under the revised law, there are three requirements that apply to sending unsolicited
advertising faxes:
(1) The sender must have an "established business relationship" with the recipient;
(2) The sender must have obtained the customer's fax number through methods described
in the legislation; and
(3) The sender must provide an opt-out mechanism that meets the Act's requirements (set
forth below.)
EBR Requirement
The Act expressly adopts the EBR definition used in the FCC's rules until 2003, but
expands the definition to cover businesses in addition to the residential customers. Under
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the earlier rules, an EBR had the following definition: "a prior or existing relationship
formed by a voluntary two-way communication between a person or entity and a…
subscriber with or without an exchange of consideration, on the basis of an inquiry,
application, purchase or transaction by the… subscriber regarding products or services
offered by such person or entity, which relationship has not been previously terminated by
either party." Thus, a business has an EBR with anyone (i) with whom it has had a
transaction, or, (ii) with someone who made an inquiry to the business.
i. EBR for associations
For a REALTOR® association, the association has an EBR with current members of the
association, since the act of paying dues qualifies as a transaction for purposes of this
exception. Thus, the association can freely send faxes to its members. Additionally, the
association has an EBR with anyone who has purchased association services. This could
include, for example, nonmembers who took a class at the association or made some
other purchase from the association or former members of the association. Faxes could
also be sent to individuals who have made inquiries about membership or services
provided by the association, such as through a fax-on-demand system.
ii. EBR for brokerages
For brokerages, an EBR exists with consumers in the same way it does under the "do not
call rules", except there are currently no time restrictions for an EBR in the Act. In general,
the brokerage could send a fax to any consumer who makes an inquiry to the brokerage.
Brokerages will also need an EBR to send other brokerages faxes about listings. A
brokerage would have an EBR with any brokerage with whom it has participated in a
cooperative transaction. Additionally, the brokerage would be allowed to fax listings to any
broker who has made an "inquiry" to the brokerage, and the inquiry need not be related to
the particular listing that the brokerage would like to fax to the other broker. The
brokerage could receive the "inquiry" in any communication form, whether such as by
phone call or email. Of course, an email is preferable, since it would provide the
brokerage with a written record of the inquiry. For brokerages who regularly exchange
listing information through faxes, the brokerages may want to exchange written consents
to receive each other's faxes (written consent is effective until revoked).
Obtaining Recipient's Fax Number
Next, the Act requires that the senders have obtained the recipient’s fax number in one of
two specific ways. First, if the sender had an EBR with the recipient and also possessed
the recipient’s fax number prior to the Act's effective date (July 9, 2005), the sender may
send faxes to that number. In this scenario, it does not matter how the sender obtained
the recipient’s fax number. Any sender which qualifies for this category should retain and
document the fact that it had the recipient’s fax number on the Act's effective date. This
would include membership applications for REALTOR® associations. For brokerages, the
best document source would be any communications it has had with other firms,
agents/brokers, or consumers where the fax number is disclosed, such as in a listing
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agreement or purchase contract.
However, if the sender has not obtained the recipient’s fax number prior to the Act's
effective date or does not have an EBR with the recipient at the time of the Act's effective
date, the sender will have to obtain the fax number from the recipient through (1) a
"voluntary" communication of the fax number within the parties' EBR or (2) a number from
a public source such as a directory, advertisement, or an Internet website.
The Act does not define a "voluntary" communication, but one of the following written
communications provided to the entity sending the fax and containing a fax number would
likely qualify as a voluntary communication: a business card; letterhead; invoices; and fax
cover sheets. Of course, any communication where the receiving party voluntarily gives
the sender their fax qualifies, whether it is given in an email or even in a conversation.
However, it is advisable that the sender obtain a written record of the fax number, so as to
protect itself from anyone who later claims to have not given the fax number to the sender.
If the sender obtains the fax number from a public source, it should make a copy of the
source if it is something like a directory or print out the page, if it is a website.
Opt-out Requirement
The Act requires that faxes containing unsolicited advertisements must contain an opt-out
mechanism in order to allow the recipient the ability to opt-out of receiving future faxes
from the business. The opt-out must also be included in faxes even where the sender has
the recipient's written consent to send the fax. The opt-out must:
(1) be clear and conspicuous in its terms and on the first page of the fax (cover sheet if
using one)
(2) state that the recipient has the right to opt out of future unsolicited advertisements, and
that the sender's failure to comply within the shortest reasonable time (to be determined
by the FCC, and until defined, brokerages and associations should quickly process opt-out
requests to avoid lawsuits) is unlawful;
(3) include FCC language detailing an effective opt-out request (to be provided by the
FCC); and
(4) provide a telephone and fax number where recipient can send opt request as well as a
cost-free mechanism for opting out. The opt-out mechanism must be available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.
The Act directs the FCC to create rules setting forth opt-out request language and also to
state what constitutes a "cost-free mechanism" for opting out. Right now, a cost-free
mechanism that would comply is a toll-free number. It is unclear whether an email
address would qualify as a cost-free mechanism.
Possible opt-out language a business could use until the FCC provides its specific
language:
“The recipient of this facsimile may request that the sender not send any future similar
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documents to a designated facsimile machine or machines. The sender’s failure to
comply, within the shortest reasonable time, with an appropriate request is unlawful. To
opt out of further facsimile advertisements from this sender, please [call or fax] [FILL-IN
toll-free number] [email if desired] at any time on any day of the week.”
New legislation has enshrined the "established business relationship" exception in federal
facsimile laws. The Act's EBR exception allows businesses to send commercial faxes to
its customers and business partners without having to gather express written consents.
Under the new law, a fax can be sent to anyone with whom the sender has an EBR, so
long as they received the fax number voluntarily or had received the fax number prior to
the enactment of the Act. The FCC will conduct further rulemakings to clarify certain
aspects of the new law as well as possibly expand the law to completely exempt
associations' communications with their members.
For a more detailed analysis of these laws, go to www.realtor.org.
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Helpful Websites
General
Trademark and Copyright Information
http://www.uspto.gov/
http://www.copyright.com/
http://www.apollogrp.edu/Trademarks/Definitions.aspx#tm%20and%20sm
http://www.legalzoom.com/law_library/trademarks/faq-faq-faq_tm_versus_cpy.html
Marketing Tips from OraMedica International, LLC (Information)
http://www.oramedica.com/marketingtips.html
Changing Minds (Information about the psychology of working with people)
http://changingminds.org/index.htm
The Psychology of Consumers (Information)
http://www.consumerpsychologist.com/
Income planning worksheet (tool)
http://www.realtor.org/rmotoolkits.nsf/pages/pros02?OpenDocument&login
Data Collection
The National Association of Realtors® (Statistics and other helpful information)
http://www.realtor.org/libweb.nsf/pages/fg006
California Association of Realtors® Internet vs. the Traditional Buyer (Check for updated
versions during the first quarter of each year)
http://www.car.org/index.php?id=MzQ4MDQ
Mortgage Bankers Association of America (Statistics and other useful tools)
http://www.mbaa.org/
US Census Data (All types of demographic data)
http://www.fedstats.gov/
Federal Reserve (All types of information)
http://www.federalreserve.gov/
American Real Estate Society (Information)
http://www.aresnet.org/
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Texas A&M Real Estate Center (Information & Resources)
http://recenter.tamu.edu/
New York University Jack Brause Library (Information)
http://www.nyu.edu/library/rei/
Marketing Articles
Realtor® Magazine (Look up “marketing”. Review the categories listed on the left side of
the screen.)

http://www.realtormag.com
“The Sales & Marketing Toolkit: 8 Step Person Marketing”
http://www.realtor.org/rmotoolkits.nsf/pages/permark01plan
Realty Times (Look up “marketing”. They have several articles.)

http://www.realtytimes.com
Hitting your Prospects “Hot Buttons”, from LincPerformance
http://www.lincperformance.com/newsletters/newsletter/1098105/13142.htm
“Jump Start Your Vision, Mission and Goals”, from Success Connection by Wanda Loskot
http://sanemarketing.com/JS-sample.pdf
Online Advertising from Web-Source
http://www.web-source.net/internet_advertising.htm
Ad writing
http://www.web-source.net/free_classified_ads.htm
“Ten Exercises on Personal Branding”, from the Goals Guy by Gary Ryan Blair
http://www.goalsguy.com/mastermind/reticular-activator-and-goal-setting.html
“Monopolize Your Market Place” by Rich Harshaw (Several Articles)
http://www.mymessentials.com/articles
“Tracking Technology to Identify Opportunities” by Dorian Simpson (This information may
be insightful as it relates to tracking and market trends)
http://www.planninginnovations.com/resources/Articles/Tracking.htm
“Who are Today’s Buyers?”
http://www.realtor.org/rmotoolkits.nsf/pages/buy08
“Female Factor Changes Face Of New-Home Buying: Builders Tune Into Home Features
Women Want Most” by Tom Kelly
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http://www.boston.com/realestate/inman/articles/2005/11/16/female_factor_changes_face
_of_new_home_buying/?page=full
“Field Guide to Women Homebuyers”
http://www.realtor.org/libweb.nsf/pages/fg212
“Top Articles for Buyer’s Representation including Web Sites for Buyer’s Representation”
http://www.realtor.org/rmotoolkits.nsf/pages/buy25
Mapping Sites
Google: http://maps.google.com/
MapQuest: http://www.mapquest.com/
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Marketing Products for Instructor Use
Note: The information are examples that you might use. They are not recommendations
or endorsements by REBAC.
The Gooder Group (Marketing Publications & Support)
www.GooderGroup.com
REBAC – The Real Estate Buyer’s Agents Council
www.rebac.net
eNeighborhoods for Realty (Neighborhood Reports)
www.eneighborhoods.com
American Dream Passport (Marketing tool)
http://www.homebuyerspassport.com/
Hobbs Herder Advertising (Several very well-written articles with sound marketing advice)
http://www.hobbsherder.com/
Carla Cross Seminars, Inc. (Many different products to improve business performance)
http://www.carlacross.com/products.html
CreateAPlan.com
http://www.createaplan.com/
Matt Ferrara Seminars
http://www.mfseminars.com
Website name registration
Go Daddy
http://www.godaddy.com/
Network Solutions
http://www.networksolutions.com/
Software Products
Marketing Plan Pro (This company also carries business planning software.)
http://www.paloalto.com/ps/marketingplanning.cfm
Top Producer
http://www.topproducer.com/
Active Agent for Outlook®
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http://www.SonomaEnterprises.com
eFax (Faxing program: they offer a free fax number)
http://www.efax.com/
eFrogg.com (relationship management service products)
http://srv12.efrogg.com/faqs.nsf/2818655ca4264c1a85256a9b000a01ff/e43b917ba86e170
585256b300012aeea?OpenDocument
Texas A&M University: real estate software list
http://recenter.tamu.edu/soft/use69.html
Trainer Resources
Trainers Warehouse
www.trainerswarehouse.com
Real Estate Educators Association
http://www.reea.org
Realtor® Magazine
http://www.realtormag.com (Search the work “marketing” and look over the materials and
tools that are available. They are listed on the left side of the screen.)
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